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ABSTRACT
An upward-acting icebreaking bow offers certain features,
referred to as operational advantages, that may improve the
utility, reliability, or some aspect of the performance of
ice-transitting shipping. Since the cessation of testing of
icebreaking plow designs in the mid-1970's, there have been
important developments in icebreaking technology that may
make an upward-acting icebreaking bow feasible.
A new concept for an upward-acting icebreaking bow,
designated the S-Bow, incorporates a shearing fracture
action as a method of reducing ice resistance. This study
was directed toward generating a bow form to demonstrate the
concept. An experim~nt?l program was conducted in level
uniform ice, but the range of conditions that an icebreaking
vessel would encounter was considered in the development of
the bo\<,' form.
Alternative bow configurations were tested in a small-
scale experimental program. The S-Bow form selected for 1 30
scale resistance tests resulted from this design program.
The resistance trials were conducted in the ice tank of the
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NRCC Institute for Marine Dynamics using the M. V. "ARCTIC"
as a test case.
The trials were evaluated from videotaped observations,
resistance measurements, and a numerical analysis of the
breaking mechanisms. A clearly defined fracture sequence and
an adequate flow of broken ice could be observed, but the
measured average resistance levels ranged from 2.0 to 5.0
times th~ ice resistance of the "ARCTIC" with its present
bow form. The analyses indicated a large component of the
recorded resistance could be attributed to design problems
but it was also established that a significant inherent
resistance resulted from the lifting and movement of broken
ice.
A set of revisions are proposed to rectify the design
problems. The indicated performance envelope was assessed
against the potential influence of the operational
advantages of an upward-acting bow. The development of the
open water capability of the S-Bow and reduction of the
magnitUdes of ice resistance are required to demonstrate its
fea:dbility.
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NOMENCLATURE
Al, Alj :::: added mass; i,j components
a :::: roll, pitch period coefficient
A."p :::: area of waterplane
AP = aft perpendicular
B = beam (width)
BI:! :::: damping coefficent
BL :::: baseline
8M ::: "metacentric radius from centre of buoyancy
CB = block coefficients
Cli '" midships coefficients
Cp :::: prismatic coefficient
Cw :::: waterplane coefficients
CAlj ::: added mass coefficients
CAM = computer automated machining
CASPPR = Canadian Arctic pollution prevention regulations;
also CASPP
Ch • Cauchy number
o :::: moulded hull depth
DWT :::: deadweight tonnes
d,d! '" inner or least diameter
E :::: (elastic) modulus
~g?lDise~e~%tfi~i~~P'i~~n:o~~in~s; ethylene glycol,
detergent, sugar
F :::: test rating: fair
Fe '" external force
Fl = force in i direction
FA '" failed test
FBx :::: forebody I model x
FFx :::l forefoot, model x
FC ::: test rating: fair to good
Fn ::: Froude number
fwd :::l forward
G ". test rating: good
g = gravitational acceleration constant::: 9.81 mls
GE = test rating: good to excellent
GM = metacentric height
Hi ::: ice thickness, location i in small tank
He = heavy ice cover
h ::: ice thickness
II. ::: moment of area (longitudinal)
IMD = Institute for Marine Dynamics
Jl ::: moment of inertia, i component
k = radius of gyration factor
kl '" spring constant, i mode
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NOMENCLATURE (ContinUed)
KIc CI stress intensi"y factor, tension mode, fracture
toughness .
KB CI height of centre of buoyancy from keel (moulded)
KG :::l vertical centre of gravity from keel (moulded)
L '" length (of cantilever I tip to root 1
Lsp,LIlP :::I length between perpendicularsIe '" critical length
LII ::: length from AP to midships
1. ". length to shoulder from midships
L.h = " " " from AP
Lwt,LWL '" length on waterline
LCF = longitudinal centre of flotation
LeG ::::l ,. "of gravity
LVDT = linear voltage displacement transducer
M,Mi = moment, about i axis
M326BMS = designation for 1:30 scale M.V."ARCTIC" fitted
with the Melville Bow
M326BP = designation for 1: 30 scale M. V. "ARCTIC" fitted
with the S-Bow
MCT(xjm = moment to change trim "x" metres
MP ::: medium pack ice
Nj :: specific weight of ice dopant component j
OA = overall
OP ::: open pack
OW,OW. ::: open water; s includes seakeeping factor
P = ice test rating: poor
Pv ::: vertical component of ice loading
PF ::: ice test rating: poor to fair
OP ::: quarter point location in ice sheet
r ::: radius of ice loading
Rt,Rt ::: total ice resistance
Rl,Rr ::: radii of gyration, longitudinal, transverse
Rl,R2 = resistClnce record from LVDT's land 2
RATE = numerical test rating
RPM:: revolutions per minute
S ::: drive setting
S = total distance travelled [Appendix J]
SFj = ratio of route distances, ice condition:total length
SMP = milling machine control program
Ssx ::: stem splitter model x
t ::z time
t = trim [Appendices Band F]
Tr ::: roll period
U '" velocity (feet/sec.)
UR/D/S = model ice dopants; urea/detergent/sugar
xii
NOMENCLATURE (Continued)
V :cz volume
Vp,v. = velocity; full-scale and model scale respectively
X,x = segment distance (ice piece)
x' = broken ice piece size
Wi = weight of ice dopant component i
Zl = vertical displacement, i component
~
AP = from aft perpendicular
c :: in compression or crushing
f '" in flexure
fw = fresh water
FP :c from/at forward prependicular
I, i ... component due to ice
i,j '" general component counter, orthogonal system
M = from/at midships
m = model scale
P, P = prote~ype (full scale I
6, sh = at shoulders
sw "" sea water
t. '" in t.ension
x,y,z, '" components in x/y,z direct.ion, FoBS orthogonal
system
3 = component in heave (y) direction
5 '" component about pit.ch axis (z)
~.!2l.o.
Q = stem or slope angle, from horizontal
a' ~ complement of slope angle
IJ = waterline entrance angle
., :cz local forefoot frame angle
~ = local forepeak angle, in x-y plane
'" '" pitch angle( '" resolution factor
"I J = displacement (distance)
I = wavelength
j, '" scale factor
w '" angular frequency
p. • Coulomb friction coefficient
PJ '" density of material j
q '" normal stress
r '" shear stress
r .. local forepeak angle, in x-z plane
CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Over the past two decades, the ice covered regions of the
world have grown in both strategic and economic importance.
Shipping activity in these regions has increased in volume
and diversity. Operations in ice-covered waters require
specialized equipment and navigation procedures, which re-
sult in higher capital investment and operating costs when
compared with open water operations. Shipping designed for
ice navigation must find an optimum between the conflicting
requirements for ice transit and open water operation. Naval
architects have recognized the role of balancing performance
requirements in icebreaking design, but researchers have
tended to concentrate on the reduction of ice resistance.
The importance of optimizing the performance range of a
vessel, and the factors involved in optimization,
essential aspect of this atudy.
I • 1 THE NEW UPWARD-ACTING ICEBREAKING CONCEPT
An upward-acting icebreaking bow offers certain advantages
over conventional, downward-acting icebreaking designs.
These advantages, designated "operational" advantages, may
not affect ice r&sistance directly, but would affect the
utility or overall efficiency of a vessel. As the roles of
icebreaking vessels become more diverse, these advantages
can be el\.,:'l9cted to -;e~-;;i~e a higher priority.
Previous upward-acting icebreakers have taken a plow con-
figuration (German and Dadachanji,197S; German, 1971; Shvai-
stein,1971; A1exander,1970i Davies,1969l; their development
is presented in Appendix A. The problems reported with the
icebreaking plow included: blockage of broken or pack ice;
poor open water performance; and higher level ice resist-
ance. No reliable model-scale performance data a"re available
in open literature.
Since t.he suspension of the development of the icebreakinq
plow in the mid-1970's, there have been significant develop-
ments in icebreaking technology and ice engineering. Among
the most prominent developments are the various "pontoon"
type bow forms (Enkvist and Mustamaki,1986; Schwarz, 1986;
Tronin, 1986; Freitas and Wilckens,19801. This bow form re-
duces ice resistance by the use of a low stem angle and a
rectangular section, which exploits the weakness of ice in
shear and bending; the Thyssen/Waas bow features side runn-
ers to assist in shearing. The major limitation of this type
of bow is its relatively poor open water performance and
seakeeping properties (Bnkvist and MustaJnaki,1986; Discuss-
ion as noted, Schwarz,1986i Freitas and Nishizaki,1985;
Freitas and Wilckens,1980j.
The new concept for an upward-aatinq icebreakinq boW',
referred to as the S-Bow, combines the superior shearing
action of the pontoon-type form with the upward action of
the ice plow. There is a resistance penalty associated with
any upward-acting bow because the entire weight of the bro-
ken ice must be lifted by the bow. Field data indicates that
the (macroscopic 1 mechanical properties of ice are unchanged
by the direction of action (Mellor, 1983), but a downward
acting bow must only sUbmerge the buoyant component of that
ice. Resistance is affected directly by the weight component
and by the added friction created by the increased normal
load. The elimination of hydraulic or hydrodynamically
-induced resistance provides some compensation for the re-
sistance penalty, but the absence of waterflow also increas-
es the risk of ice blockage. The intent of the new concept
was to compensate for the higher ice resistance due to the
movement of broken ice by an improved fracture action.
Icebreaking resistance is generally treated as a process
consisting of ice fracture and broken ice components, but
the relative contribution of each individual component to
the tota! resistance is not clearly understood (Carter,1985;
Glen,1984; Pozniak et al.,19Bl; Milano,1975; Enkvist,1972).
An experimental program was required to evaluate the per-
formance of the bow.
The objective of this study was to produce a configuration
with an ice resistance competitive with downward-acting
forms, as defined by the candidate vessel's operational pro-
file, in order to exploit the operational advantages assoc-
iated with the upward-acting bow.
1.2 OPERATIONAL ADVANTAGES
The operational advantages associated with upward-acting
icebreaking are derived tram three teatures.
al D..~ - has a potential effect on performance by:
offering greater control over the sUbmerged hUll form,
with regard to open water performance (AppendiK A), or
the employment of unorthodoK hull forms to reduce ice
resistance (Schonecht et al.,1977; German and Oadachanji,
1975; Kallipke,1972) i and the use of aUKiliary icebreak-
ing technology or low friction coatings uniquely suited
to an upward-acting bow form. Ot"ner features of the
geometry include: ease of maintenancE! because much of the
ice contact region is above the waterline; and a more
full hull form giving a greater OWT:L ratio.
bl Management of Broken Ice - which deposits the ice around
the hull above the waterline offers a range of advan-
tages:
i) increased utility and the reduction of risk of ice damM
age to vessels or structures operating as a platform in
an ice field While engaged in activities requiring a
"rnoonpool", the towing of an appendage, or engaged in
sub...ice surveillance. A limited model study (Kitami et
al.,1983) and field reports indicate ice contact is a
problem (Arctic News Record, 1984; Offshore Engineer,
1983) .
ii l an indirect improvement in safety by providing a super-
ior platform for ice detection sonar by a reduction of
ice interference with the array (Elkholm,1986). Damage
statistics (KOehler,1986; Glen et 8.1.,1982) indicate
that the majority of incidents are caused by situations
that e;.(ceed reasonable design criteria, such as "grow-
ler" impact or extreme ice pressures. Hazard avoidance
is the ideal strategy in these cases.
iii) a direct improvement in safety and reliability I by re-
ducing ice contact with the propulsion and steering
systems. Significant ice contact is reported in all
types of ice-going vessels (peirce,1986i Laskow et al.,
1986; Peirce et a1.,1985; Kramek and Gulik,1981;
Macdonald, 1969). Damage events are rare, but critical
systems such as the propellers are at risk.
iv) a reduction in ice milling or nozzle masking, resulting
in higher propulsive efficiency.
c) Production of an Tce~Free Channel - has historically been
the basis for interest in upward-acting icebreakers, but
the condition of the ice channel is A function of the
integri ty of the ice sheet and the amount of ice pressure
(Shvaistein,197l). A clear channel immediately aft of the
icebreaker may be of value when reversing to ram (Gray
and Haybourn, 1981), or when towing.
Treated individually or cumulatively, the operational
advantages are an anent!al aspect of the upward-acting ice-
breaking concept. They would not receive consideration in a
standard performance evaluation based on resistance tests.
Neglect of the operational advanta.ges of the bow seriously
underestimates the potential of the concept. It is difficult
to quantify the significance of a particular advantage or
what qualifies as -sufficient" performance to be competitive
with conventional designs. The evaluation vculd vary with
each operational profile.
This study attempted to give priority to the operational
advantages in several ways. Their exploitatlon was con-
sidered a design criterion, and experimental evidence of the
mechanisms from which the operational advantages are derived
was sought. The concept was analyzed in terms of case stud-
ies, which could incorporate some aspects of the operational
advantages.
1.3 THB OPERATIONAL PROFILE: FACTORS AFFECTING THE TECHNICAL
BVALUATION OF NEW TECHNOLOGY
The operational protile of a vessel can be defined in
terms of the environmental conditions characteristic of its
route, and the vessel's function (SChVar2,1986i German and
Dadachanji.,1975; Macdonald, 1969). Definition of the environ-
mental conditions should include the variation in ice con-
ditions, the ratio ot ice to open water, and the route
hydrography, in addition to identifying extreme ice con-
ditions. The route environmental conditions can be class-
ified according to a spectrum, where one extreme represents
a route profile consisting entirely of heavy ice conditions
along the entire route for the entire season, while the
other extreme is entirely in open water. A schematic is
shown in Figure 1. The performance of the vessel should be
considered over the entire range of route cc.ndi tions, rather
than over a specific segment. The ability of remote sensing
technology to assist in routing should be considered, as it
vill tend to skew the route conditions to the lighter end of
the spectrum. The availability of icebreaking, navigation-
aI, and repair services is also a factor.
The performance of an icebreaking vessel will be a func-
tion of its capability to transit various ice conditions;
its hazard avoidance capabilitYi and its open water perform-
The capability of a vessel will be a function of its
size, form, propulsive thrust, and its navigational facil-
ities. Greater specialization in one operating mode is
usually achieved at the expense of other modes. The problem
is to produce a vessel that 1s neither underdesignet: "r
overspecialized. Apart from achieving a basic capability to
operate efficiently in each environmental condition, the
optimum design will strike the best balance of performance
appropriate for the route conditions. A comparative eval-
uation of alternative designs should treat performance over
the full range of route environmental conditions.
The vessel's function 1s the other factor in the oper-
ational profile. Capital costs will be higher to adapt to
the harsh operating environment. An icebreaking vessel is
the sum of many sUb-systems; the interaction of these
systems is an important factor in achieving an optimum
design (Kramek and Gulik, 19B1). Some of the operational
advantages will contribute to an efficient interaction of
the hull and propUlsion system. unfortunately the assessment
of these effects was outside the scope of this program.
1.4 SCOPE OF RESEARCH: OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH .PROGRAM
The research program attempted to reflect the importance
of the operational profile, which will be quite specific to
a route or veaael, in the determination of tho reaearch
objectives and evaluation criteria. The design was treated
as a problem in naval architecture, which involved a broader
set of problems than those related to ice mechanics. Con-
tinuous transit of level, uniform, ice was selected as the
initial desi.gn condition becauee it required the most exten-
sive form development, and is the condition most widely used
to assess icebreaking performance. Other ice conditions and
open water performance were considered in the design of
alternative bow configurations. A form that offered better
prospective perfortl\ance in other conditione while still
maintaining the shearing fracture action was favoured, poss-
ibly at the expense ot level ice resistance. Because the
research was a preliminary study, some of the evaluation
decisions were speculative, requiring verification by fur-
ther research in other operating conditions.
The object ot this research was to establish whether the
proposed upward-acting shearing bow concept was feasible. A
basic form had to be created for thi.s research. Level ice
resistance data was used to def tne a performance envelope,
rather than to definitively evaluate the bow. This perform-
ance envelope was then used to investigate the potential
concept. A full evaluation of the concept would require an
extensive long-term research program.
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CHAPTER '!'WO
DESCRIPTION OF THE UPWARD-ACTING BOW
2 • 1 GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
Figures 2 and 3 show the bow confiquration, designated 48
the 5-Bo""" that was developed for the comparative re~istance
tests with a downward-acting bow. While the design concept
originated 4S a combination of lhe ice plow and the pontoon-
type bo~~, the S-Bow configuration owes much to the snout bow
employed by many l<e.te-nineteenth centuri warships, and to
the extreme bulbous bow featured by 90me recent merchant
vessels (Appendix A). The S-Bow cl1nsists of the following
elements, as labelled in Figure 2:
1) the bow undert'ide _ not treated in this stuciy~
2) centreline skeg or runner.
3) forefoot - a snout form, featuring a paralalic section
forward, a rectangular section aft.
4) shoulders.
5) forecastle - featuring:
5a) the l:)wer section featuring "tumblehome~.
5b) a flarEj:ct torepeak of circular section
This nomenclature will be used throughout the text. The bow
geometry can be defined by characteristic angles, as in
Figure 4.
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The driving mechanism for the breaking action of the S-Bow
in unbroken level ice is the buoyancy force created as the
bow is driven under the ice sheet. Bow geometry affects the
hull trim induced by the ice sheet, the fracture action, and
the flow of broken ice. A critical aspect of the breaking
action is the maintenance of the flow of broken ice over the
bow. There is no waterflow to entrain the broken ice as in
downward-acting designs. The S-Bow uses inclined surfaces to
ensure an adequate flow of ice, through the use of the
weight of the broken ice.
2.2 THE S-BOW BREAKING ACTION IN LEVEL UNIFORM ICE
It is possible to describe the breaking action as a series
of discrete events, based on experimental observation. The
sequence is illustrated in Figures 5 and is described below.
l) A centreline crack is induced in the ice sheet by the bow
stem runner. A lifting force is generated as the bow sub-
merges under the ice sheet; a region of ice deformation is
generated around the snout (Figure Sal.
2) A circumferential crack develops over the snout, to
form a "tee" with the centreline crack (Figure 5b). The
development of this crack corresponds with a release in
the lifting load on the snout. Shearing is initiated at
the shoulders.
3) The circumferential crack connects with radial cracks
that develop from the initial shear crack created at each
12
shoulder (Figure ScI. This forms the Mtwo-dimensional-
failure sequence of the short, wide, cantilever formed on
each side of the centreline extending back to the should-
ers. The geometry of the fractured segment will depend on
the relative location of the circumferential crack to the
shoulders. as determined by the induced hull trim, bow
form, the ice thickness, and ice quality. In tests in lab-
oratory ice, the S-Bow on a hull with a high length:beam
ratio formed crescent~Bhapedcantilevers, as the bow did
not trim f.igniticantly prior to fracture.
4) As the ice moves aft over the snout and on to the should-
ers, the cantilever segments begin to separate into two
distinct "trains" as the ice rides up onto the spine of
the snout.
5) Each side of the crescent Jlides out....ard and aft, con-
forming to the shape of the bow and inducing some second-
ary cracking in the crescents. This breaks the ice into
smaller segments. The lateral motion is induced by the
action of the !Item and the weight at broken ice on the
inclined bow surfaces.
6) As the broken ice elide..; laterally and aft on the should-
ers (Figure ScI:
6a) the outer segments of the crescent are pushed .outward
off the shoulders 1 when unsupported they will collapse
on to the adjacent ice sheet.
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6b) the inner piece of ice will slide further aft along the
forecastle; no longer confined by the outer segments of
the crescent, the ice will slide down the inclined sur-
faces onto the adjacent ice sheet under its own weight.
This description of the breaking action is sOlnewhat ideal-
ized; certain problema believed to originate with the test
configuration will be analY2ed in succeeding sections dealing
with experimental results (Section 4.4).
The behaviour of the S-Bow in broken ice was not specific-
ally studied but it was a factor in developing the bow geo-
metry. The snout forefoot was designed to deflect broken ice
laterally and down. Earlier ice plow designs were reported
to accumulate broken ice ahead of the plow until forward
movement stalled (Shvaiatein,1971; OAvies,1969). A limited
number of experiments with the 5-Bow in pre-sawn and uncon-
fined ice indicated a speed dependency. At low speeds, the
ice pieces were observed to rotate, move laterally and sub-
merge (Figure 6); with increasing speed the ice began to
ride up on the bow, until the ice flowed as an unbroken ice
sheet. A complete analysis of broken/pack ice performance
would require the design of the bow underside.
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CHAPTER THRES
DEVELOPMENT OF THE UPWARD-ACTING BOW FORM
3 • 1 FORM DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY
The objective of the form development ph.lse was to develop
a feasible upward-acting bow in accordance with the prin-
ciples outlined in section 1.4. Previous experience with
upward-acting icebreakers (Appendix A) indicated several
problems that had to !:>e resolved in the new design. A suit-
able test case, the icebreaking bulk carrier M.V."ARCTIC"
was selected; specifications are given in Appendix B.
The S-Bow as described in Chapter 2 was one of several
alternative configurations of the upward-acting shearing
concept. An inexpensive method was required for evaluating
the alternative designs. Available computational methods
lacked the flexibility and accuracy needed to predict the
behaviour of a new concept, and therefore it was decided to
attempt a smell scale experimental program using the latest
(1985) developments in model ice.
A small-scale towing tank was constructed for use in a
standarj refrigerated "cold room" at Memorial University.
The size of the cold room limited the tank length'to about
one metre: if the M.V."ARCTIC M with a 23m beam was used as
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the test case then a geometric scale of about 1:100 was
possible. The models were towed along a monorail uoi-slide
track by cables and a vee-belt/pulley drive from a 0.8 kW
variable-speed electric motor. The system gave a speed range
equivalent to 0.5 to 3.5 knots full scale. Speed was mon-
itored using a cam-switch system on the towing aXle, which
recorded revolutions on an K-Y Plotter; linear velocity was
obtained from the time scale and the axle dimensions. Brak-
ing was initiated by tripping a limit switch. The towing
tank is shown in Figure "I.
The model ice consisted of fresh water doped with a mix of
2% (by weight) urea (carbamide), 0.05% detergents(AD), and
0.03% sugar; the mix was referred to as UR/D/s ice. A seeded
ice sheet averaging l. Scm thick could be grown after 1. S
hours at _24°C; target ice properties were achieved after
tempering at _2°C for about 1.5 hours. The ice structure was
columnar with an extensive "polycrystal1ine" granular upper
layer; thin sections are shown in Appendix C.
A series of chbracterization tests were performed prior to
the start of the model test program; they are discussed in
Appendix C. These tests were intended to identifY' the scal-
ing limits of UR/o/s ice and to develop a standard operating
point. The tests included monitoring of g.'(owth rates, pro-
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filing ice sheet thickness, measurement of flexural strength
and modulus of thp. ice sheet using the cantilever beam meth-
od, and measurement of shear strength using the "guillotine l1
method (Timea, 1980). The tests are described in a M.U.N.
Ocean Engineel-ing internal report (Paterson and Lau,1986)
It proved possible to scale down UR/D/S ice well below the
limits of standard urea ice (Timea, 1980). Flexural strength
was the most sensitive to tempering; strengths averaged 15
kPa but could be reduced if ice quality was monitored. Mod-
ulus ratios (E/O't) were always satisfactory, but measurement
of shear strength was unreliable. The effort to identify a
standard operating point failed, because it proved imposs-
ible to isolate the ice sheet from external conditions with
the equipment available. Each model trial had to be reviewed
to determine the ice quality.
The models consisted of a boW' segment constructed of lam-
inated blue styrofoam, reinforced with thin plastic sheet
and coated with epoxy resin. The bow segment was mounted on
a frame using compressive springs sized to sjmulate the
restoring buoyancy of the hull, as shown in Figure 8. The
equations of motion for the M. V. lIARCTIC" were analyzed with
the assistance of a computer simulation developed for sea-
keeping, where wave-induced hull motion was treated as an
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analoque tor the induced icebreaking motion. Calculation of
spring sbe is given in Appendix D. A distortion factor of
two was required to accommodate the variation between the
scaling limits of the model ice and the geometric scale.
3.2 SMALL SCALE TOWING TRIALS: OBSBRVATIONS ON TECHNIQUE
Owing to model scaling limitations, a qualitative test
program was adopted tor the small scale trial,s. Therefore
the scaling limits were not as important. , Rather than
measuring resistances, each trial was videotaped to assess
the fracture pattern and the size ot the broken ice pieces
produced. A system of ranking the quality ot trials was
developed (Appendix B). Observations from model tests and
field trials (Freitas and Nishizaki,1985; Molyneux, 1982),
and a semi-empirical equation from Milano (1982) provided
the basis for evaluation. A series of ac.ceptable trials were
used to assess the performancn of a particular bow design.
A total of 123 trials were attempted over a five Mnth
period; the growth time allowed for two trials per day, with
a maximum of three trials possible. About 30' of the trials
were performed in a pre-drilled sheet; a pattern of holes
w,,"s drilled in the ice sheet to promote fracture to the pre-
dicted ice piece size. The trials are classified by quality
and bow type in Tables 1 and 2. About 70', of the 102
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successful trials were rated of fair to excellent quality:
the supporting data on ice conditions and speeds from th,3se
trials are given in Appendix E.
Most of the problems encountered with the trials could be
eliminated with higher quality equipment and improved pro-
cedures. The increment in quality achieved would have to be
considered Against the cost, in equipment and testing time,
noting that this is a preliminary design method. The major
non-technical limitation of small-scale testing was the sub-
jective nature of the qualitative evaluation. It was necess-
ary to define specific criteria and outline some design
principles for the test program to follow.
J.3 EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR THE SMALL-SCALE DESIGN PROGRAM
The first objective of the design program was to produce a
functional configuration that would demonstrate the shearing
action of the concept. A series of specific design problems
were identified and used to develop alternative bow config-
urations. These problems then effectively formed the eval-
uation criteria for the small-scala test program.
1) An adequate trim moment had to be provided by ~he test
hull, to ensure a sufficient icebreaking buoyant force and
to avoid propeller irrunersion problems. This is e&sential
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to the successful operation of an upward-acting bow, but
is more related to matching the hull to the ice condi-
tions. The test case, the M.V."ARCTIC", is a large vessel
with a high length:beam ratio, such that induced trim
angles would be small. The hydrostatic particulars indi-
cate a trim of one metre would generate a lifting force of
over 600 tonnes at the forward perpendicular (Appendix B).
This was sufficient for the estimated ice load. A very
conservative ice fracture model was used, basically a lin-
ear elastic cantilever beam with small deflection, and an
assumed weight of broken ice. Trim by the bow was predict-
ed to be about the thickness of the ice sheet. This est-
imatl'l affected the bow geometry and was carried into the
spring analogue for the model mounting.
2) The most basic configuration of the bow used an inverted
"pontoon" form (labelled FFl, Figure 9), which was a
short, simple form that was certain to shear the ice
sheet. However its potential performance in other oper-
ating conditions was limited by its geometry. A forefoot
(labelled FF2, Figure 10) resembling the "snout bOw",
discussed above, was proposed. It was expected to have
better open water performance, and to be more ~ffective in
pack ice and ridges (where displacement of the ice is more
important than ice fracture 1. The inverted-pontoon form
2.
was believed to share the same ice-clearing problems as
the ice plow (Appendix A) because of its two-dimensional
form. The snout WIlS intended to discriminate between ice
conditions and deflect broken ice laterally. It had to be
determined how the snout fortD affected the breaking action
in level iC8; the shearing action of the concept had to be
maintained.
3 J The length of the bow had to be similar to a conventional
icebreaking bow, to keep construction costs comparable and
to avoid a reduction in manouverability. This placed lim-
its on the waterline angles of the snout form. The limit-
ation was expected to be compensated by bow trim which
would expose the upper part of the snout, with a reduced
stem angle and finer entrance angles, to the ice sheet.
4) Development of a centreline crack was essential to ensur-
ing a lateral flow of broken ice. Both stem profile and
bow height are factors. Bow height had to be sufficient to
k"ep ice from falling on the deck, yet a high bow impedes
visibility and adds to construction costs. Because the
inverted-pontoon bow fnit"iates a centreline crack on a stem
splitter located aft of the forefoot (Figure 9), the bow
height had to be about half the bearn. The snout forefoot
produces the centreline crack ahead of the shoulders using
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a stem splitter as with the Alex-Bow icebreaking plo....
(1U.9xander,1970); consequently bow height is less crit-
ical, although hiqher in-plane forces may result.
5) The entire upper forebody. including the stem profile and
forepeak, had to provide an adequate flow of broken ice
laterally and aft. This was a critical problem with the
early ice plow designs. curing this test program some de-
sign principles became apparent. In the absence of ....ater
flow, ice clearance depends on maintaining II "train" of
broken ice, and the use of the ice' s own weight. A flared
forepeak was adopted to deflect extreme ice excursions
without increasing bow height. However sufficient clearance
under the torepeak was required for the main flow of
broken ice.
61 The importance of broken ice management relative to ice
fracture had to be investigated. The configuration of the
bow shoulders was of particular concern. The location of
the shoulders relative tc the forecatltle stem was also a
factor. Locating the shoulders ahead of the forecastle
emphasized the shearing action but resulted in a longer
bow and an increased risk of ice blockage.
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An important trend ....as identified from these six problems.
The concept was b.ned on the assumption that recent design
developments that reduced the resistance of downward-acting
bow forms could be applied directly to :tn upward-acting
form. These criteria depart trom that assumption, suggesting
that practical concerns related to upward-acting icebreaking
forms may result in different set of design priorities,
unique to this type of bow.
3.4 THE EVOLUTION OF THE S-BOW CONFIGURATION
The development of the S-Bow configuration was treated in
three stages: forefoot, forecAstle profile, and complete
forebody. The alternative configurations are shown in Fig-
~lres 9-12; a summary of the test program is given in Table
3. The test program followed several trends which eventually
resulted in the selection of the PBS fonn for resistance
trials, as the S-Bow.
The snout configuration (FP2) was adopted for the
forefoot i the shearing action could be maintained along with
a centreline crack. The snout produced diagonal, but
relatively straight cantilever segments in these trials.
Trials with modified inverted-pontoon forms (FF1B and
FF1C) indicated that a stem-splitter had to be prominent to
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produce an effective centreline crack. Cunaequently the stem
splitter was placed forward on the snout, despite the higher
in-plane forcss that could result. Tests ....ith the complete
forebody indicated that a fine entrance at the upper stem
was required to maintain the centreline crack and ensure the
lateral separation of the ice flo..... The upper stem profile
was extended ahead of the shoulders.
Much effort was directed toward ensuring an adequate flow
of broken ice; the pre-drilled tests (Section 3.2) were used
in this phase of the program. A shorter snout, more closely
integrated with the foreCAstle was adopted (FB3). The recog-
nition of the role of gravity in clearing ice resulted in
the replacement of the original snout form (FD2) with a torn
that featured more inclined surfaces (FB3 - PBS). The in-
itial snout forms (FF2 - FB3M) featured side runners, as
with the Thyssen!Waa8 boW, and a -tunnelled- section at the
shoulders. This arrangement assisted the shearing action,
but could impede the lateral flow of broken ice. In the
final configurations (FB4, FBS), the runners were removed,
and in the FBS version the tunnelled section was replaced by
a truncated airfoil shoulder configuration. It was observed
that a sharp edge on the shoulders would shear the ice ade-
quately, without the risk of ice blockage.
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Two observations are relevant to the later tests. An
overhanging forecastle (FBl) was observed to create ice
blockage problems, but a small overhanging forepeak was
retained to deflect extreme ice excu....sions (PB3 - FBS) while
minimizing bow height. The crushing that was observed under
the forepeak was attributed to the poor fracture properties
of the model ice. The other observation was that the models
were observed to settle consistently with each trial, and
would produce a "chevron" pattern of relatively straight
cantilever segments.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RESISTANCE TESTS WITH THE S-BQW IN LEVEL ICE
The form development program demonstrated the S-Bow con-
cept qualitatively: the purpose of the resistance program
was to provide performance data for assessment of the S-Bow.
A comparative resistance program was adopted, where the S-
Bow was compared with a modern conventional icebreaking bow.
This was intended to minimize the effect of scali'lg problems
on the evaluation, by providing a standard for verifying
results.
4.1 TEST FACILITIES
The resistance te::lts were performed at the Institute for
Marine Dynamics (IMO) , St. John's, Newfoundland, from 6- 16
December 1986. A full description of the IMD facilities can
be found in Jeffrey and Jones (1986). The S-Bow resistance
tests were performed as internal project 15306.
The ice tank has a length of 75m and a width of 12m, large
enough to permit tests at several speeds per trial and a run
at the side of the ice sheet (the quarter point) as well as
down the centre of the ice sheet. There is a large tOWing
carriage capable of speeds uo to 4m/s and equipped with its
own microcomputer-based data collection system. Resistance
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and model llIotion is measured using a towing post dynamometer
allowing three degrees of freedom, mounted on the towing
carriage frame. A videotaping system with two cameras was
used to record the trials. A service carriage is used as a
platform for ice testing. The tank uses EG!AD/S model ice
developed by Timeo (1985 J A typical model ice sheet can be
grown, tempered, and tested every 24 hours.
IHO has complete model preparation facilities, including a
five-axis computer-aided milling (CAM) machine And a paint
shop. computer support is provided, with software for mill-
ing machine control and for data analysis.
4.2 MODEL DESCRIPTION
A 1:30 scale model of the )l.V.~ARCTIC", designated as
M326BMS or M326B, was available at IMD. The model was oon-
structed as three components; bow, stern, and parallel mid-
body segments, modelled up to the weather deck. The stern
segment was constructed of wood laminate and was fitted with
a rudder, ice knife, stern tube swelling, propeller bossing
and duct. The parallel mid-body extended from 2. 29m to 4. 81m
forward of the aft perpendicular, and was constructed in
fibreglass (FRG) with plywood framing. The S-Bow was to be
compared with the CASPPR Class 4 bow develc:. ad by Melville
Shipping Ltd. for the M.V."ARCTIC", referred to as the
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Melville Bow. The bow segment was also constructed in fibre-
glass. The hydrostatics and ballasting information for the
Model M326B are provided in Appendix B.
The availability of a segmented model meant that only a
new bow segment with the S-Bow had to be constructed. The
bow segment was created by fairing the S-Bow int.o the model
segment of the Melville bow. This involved the digitiz8.tion
and transfer of the FBS (Section 3.3) linea into the IMD
computer system, which were then faired using the in-house
SMP programs to a form acceptable for milling. The "beakM
seen in Figure 3 was introduced for fairing. A basic plug
suitable for milling was constructed by laminating sheets of
blue R-30 styrofoam. This plug was milled to 2. Srnm layers on
the CAM system, as three segments because of limits on the
cutter head motion, then assembled and hand sanded smooth at
the Merr,",rial University model shop. The plug was sent with a
Melville Bow shell to the Newfoundland and Labrador Marine
Institute for fibreglassingl the S-Bow plug had to be joined
with the Melville Bow segment 8S indicated. The fibreglass
shell wag returned to the IMD model shop for framing, sand-
ing, painting and fitting out .. The stern splitter was con-
structed of hardwood. Foam insulation was sprayed inside the
snout to reinforce the fibreglaas shell when hardened. The
construction sequence is shown in Figure 13.
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It must be commented that the complex set of exchanges
involved in the model construction resulted in some quality
problems. The definition of the shoulders and the forepeak
suffered in particular.
The hydrostatics for the M. V. "ARCTIC" fitted with the 5-
Bow, designated Model M326BP, are presented in Appendix F.
Inspite of changes in hull dimensions, the towing post
gimbal could be placed in the same location as the Model
M326BMS (Appendix B). The same vertical centre of gravity
(VCG) and radii of gyration were also assumed. The S-Bow
reduced the waterline length of the "ARCTIC" by 5.0%; the S-
8m" itself was 28' shorter than the Melville Bow. The use of
the Melville Bow as the underside resulted in a very hollow
forefoot with a slightly reduced displacement compared with
M326BMSj however the forebody block coefficient increased
from 0.754 to 0.829 because of the waterline geometry.
Ballasting for M326BP was similar to M326BMS, with final
adjustments made using the model draught marks and pre-set
"trim hooks". Moments to trim one centimetre were calculated
as the trials entailed some trim variations (Appendix Fj.
All model segments were given the same paint tra.atment to
obtain a target dynamic friction coefficient p.. A special
test board was constructed at IMD which measured JJ by push-
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ing a sample board under an ice block loaded with a given
weight (Williams at a1., 1987). The average coefficients ?b-
tained for the model were: bow 0.11; m:!J-body 0.060 ; stern
0.099. The friction data is presented in Appendix F. The
reason for the variation in JJ was that each segment was
painted separately.
4.3 OUTLINE OF TEST PROGRAM
Six if ... !Jheets were used in the test program. The detail!!
of the test program for the S-Bow were based on tests con-
ducted with the Melville Bow at various ice tanks as report-
ed by Baker (1995). The tests were performed to correspond
with the following full scale conditions: level ice thick-
nesses of O.75m and 102m; flexural ice strength of 500 kPa,
a typical value for first-year sea iCB; and a speed range of
1.5 to 5.0 knots. These conditions were adopted for the S-
Bow program, with another speed interval corresponding to
7.0 knots to get better data distribution. The target con-
ditions at model scale were: ice thicknesses of 25rnm and
40mm; an upward flexural strength of 17 kPa; and a speed
range of 0.141 to 0.740 m/s. One 40mm ice sheet was dedi-
cated to a resistance test for the Melville Bow to "cali-
brate" the EG/AD/s ice sheet; the pUblished data had been
obtained in different types of model ice.
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Only resistance tests wer.? planned for the S-Bow. Self-
propulsion teats would have exceeded the resources of the
program.. Trim alterations were planned for the first trial
to identify an optimum geometry. The final two ice sheets
were tested at different ice strengths in an attempt to
isolate the ice resistance components. A similar technique
is described by Pozniak at al. (1981). A schedule of the
trials is given in Table 3.
The ice characterization tests specified for the program
were: cantilever beam tests, a modulus test, Ii "notch test"
tor fracture toughness, and an ice sheet thickness profile.
As the flexural strength of EG/AD/S ice varies with load
direction, three cantilever beams were tested in the upward
direction, and three downward. Flexural strength and frac-
ture toughness were measured at regular intervals at each
side of the ice sheet to monitor the tempering of the sheet.
An ice modulus test ...·as conducted before and after each
trial using the plate deflection method. At the end of test-
ing, the ice thickness was measured at 2m intervals along
the sides of the broken channel. uniaxial compressive
strength was also measured, using a beam system. Ice density
was also measured. There was no availablo technique for
measurement of shear or tensile strength. IHO ice measure-
ment procedures are described in Jones et al. (1987).
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Resistance and hull motion were measured from the towing
post dynamometer and stored with the speed as a time history
on a six channel data recording system. sample rate was 20
Hz per channel. TWo channels were devoted to model resist-
ance, such that there was a back-up channel. Three linear
voltage transducers (LVDTs 1 were arranged around the towing
post to measure roll and pitch displacements with heave;
these were stored on three channels as port, starboard, and
forward displacement. Carriage speed was recorded on the re-
maining channel. This data was transferred from the carriage
data system to the main computer system for statistical
analysis.
Visual observation remained an important part of the test
program. Remotely controlled videotape cameras were located
above the model to view the bow region and of the side of
the hull. Still photographs of each test were taken for more
detailed record of the breaking action and to show the con-
dition of the broken channel.
4.4 ANALYSIS OF THE IMD RESIS'l'ANCE TRIALS
The five resistance trials of the S-Bow were analyzed in
three ways: by visual observation, analysis of th,e resist-
ance data, and by numerical analys;;.s. Individual summaries
of each test are provid.... ,~ in Appendix G.
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4.4.1 Experimentol Qbgeryoti ODa
Perhaps the major accomplishment of the large-scale
trials, with regard to the development of an upward-acting
bow, was the demonstration of the breaking action of the S-
Bow at the larger model scale. A regular fracture sequence
and a steady flow of broken ice was clearly observed, 808
described in Section 2.2. This WAS essential to exploit the
operational advantages of the upward-acting icebreaking
concept. Nevertheless a number of problems were observed
that were believed to originate with the design config-
uration and resulted in very unsteady, high resistance
levels. These problems are included in a series of observ-
ations described below.
4.4.1a) OverpredlFtipD of Bull Trim_
A central factor in the design problems observed
during the resbtance trials was the overprediction of the
hull trim induced by the ice sheet. This was made most
apparent by the curvature of the ·crescents· of broken ice
(Section 2.2); the circumferential crack created as the
ic.t: sheet fractured appeared much further ahead on the
snout than observed in the small ice tank. Analysis of the
M326BP motion data supported the visual observa~ions
(Appendix G). At the design trim (Test 1), the induced
trim WAS less than 50\ of the prediction.
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The overprediction resulted from the tendency to be
conservative with the initial design, recognizing that the
worst case would have been a failure to fracture the ice.
A long hull was selected as the test case, and a very
conservative ice loading model was used to predict hull
motion. It was demonstrated that bow sUbmergence should
not be a problem in level ice, but the penalty of the coo-
servative design approach was a series of interactions
which increased ice resistance.
4.4 .1b) Compl ex Fracture Pattern -
The reduced snout SUbmergence meant that the form-
ation of a circumferential crack was more prominent in the
initial fracture of the ice sheet. This more complex frac-
ture pattern can be related to higher resistances. Photo-
graphs indicated a large region of deflected ice around
the snout, a function of the ~nout geometry presented by
the reduced trim (Figure 14).
4.4 .1e) Contact 9£ Broken Ice under the Forepeak -
The extreme curvature of the fractured crescents
acted to trap previously broken ice in the "hollow" of the
crescent. This ice would then be driven aft ov~r the fore-
castle to crush under the flared forepeak, unless the tip
of the crescent fractured to allow lateral movement. The
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effect is seen in Figure 5. Crushinq was more prevalent at
higher speed and with greater ice thickness. The trim
overprediction, the forecastle geometry, and the broken
ice dimensions combined to create the problem.
The potential for crushing was identified during the
small-scale trials but was attributed to the scaling prob-
lem. The overhanging forepeak was only expected to contact
extreme ice excursions. (A very large ice piece rotated
above the upper deck, but was deflected away by the fore-
peak during Test 5.)
4 .4 .ld I ShoY!der Contact -
The reduced bow trim may have caused the ice sheet to
contact a lower level on the shOUlder, where the edges
were not well executed on the model. As with the forepeak,
little ice contact WAS expected in this region. No crush-
ing was observed at the shoulders but flexing of the ice
sheet nea.r the bow may have resul.ted from in-plane load-
ing. The shearing action of the shoulders appeared to
improve with a moderate trim by the bow (Tests 3 and 51,
but probably resulted in greater crushing under the fore-
peak.
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4.4.1e) Bow BehaviQur durj ncr Quarter Point and Pre_Sawn
:.tr.i.olo. -
During trials on the quarter point of the ice sheet,
the ice tended to send a radial crack out to the previous-
ly broken central channel, as in Figure 15. At lower
speeds the ice would displace laterally rather than move
over the bow; at higher speeds, with closely spaced wooden
props to confine the ice (Tests 4 and 5) I the ice would
ride over the bow. This phenomena was also seen in a pre-
sawn channel in 2Smm ice (Test 2). It can be inferred that
the S-Bow will behave "s91ectively" between ice floes and
an unbroken ice sheet. This selective behaviour corrects a
significant problem encountered by the ice plow (Davies,
1969; see Appendix A).
4.4.lf) DepQsition of Broken Ice -
The deposition of broken ice is the basis for several
advantages (Section 1.2). The movement of broken ice
around the hull was demonstrated, but broken ice was ob-
served between the hull and the ice sheet (Figure 5).
Occasionally the model was observed to sway without any
significant failure event: ~wedging" of this broken ice
may have been responsible. This problem was fo~nd to be a
significant resistance source in other tests (8aker, 1985 ) .
The wedged pieces were generally deposited vertically by
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rotating over the shoulders. The inner broken ice segments
moved further aft along the forecastle to be deposited
horizontally on the ice sheet, such that their weight
would be distributed over the sheet. The height of the
shoulders appeared to assist in the distribution of the
broken ice along the ice edge.
4.4.19) conditiQD Qf tbe Broken Channel _
The production of an ice-free channel was affected by
the wedged ice pieces, which would fall into the channeL
A relatively clear channel was still produced immediately
aft of the model, but the broken channel edges would
eventually deflect causing the broken ice to slide into
the channel.
4.4 .Ih) Ice Mgdellt og t.imitations _
Limitations of current ice modelling technology, par-
ticularly with regard to fracture properties, may have
had a role in some of the phenomena described above. The
ice piece size was generally larger than predicted, poss-
ibly a result of the elimination of hydraulic effects
(Frederkinq and Hausler,1980; Enkvist, 1972). There was
also a trend toward greater ice deformation and larger ice
pieces with the later 40mm trials (Tests 3 and 5). Exten-
sive ice sheet deformation modified the failure sequence
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and induced .heavy rolling incidents. Variation in the
model trim was a probable contributing factor, but frac-
ture toughness scaling also had to be considered.
The problem of Bcaling fracture toughness is well
documented (Timco,1985; Parsons at a1.,1985; Enkvist,
1983). The data shows the final 40mm sheets were "tougher"
than the fi.rst sheet. The problem is less apparent in the
25mm sheet, but the unbroken length of the fractured
crescents could extend to the half beam of the model.
Maintenance ot consistent properties was complicated by
the requirement to scale flexural strength upward. Temper-
ing conditionS' were modified in later tests to better
control the tempering rate of flexural strength, but other
ice properties may have been negatively affected.
The amount of deflection around the snout may also
have indicated fracture toughness problems (Figure 14). If
the ice sheet should have been more rigid and brittle, the
more bow trim might have been induced and the breaking
action modified. Whether this would have favourably
affected resistance is unclear, but it would more closely
repesent the :iesign conditions.
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The readiness of the ice sheet to radially crack dur-
ing the quarter point trials (Section 4.4 .le) was also
observed when cuts were made parallel to the end of the
central track prior to the final test. Radial cracks seem-
ed to "find" the prepared cuts. A review of studies of
downward-acting bow forms that rely on a stem crack indi-
cates a discrepancy in the amount of radial cracking
observed between the model tank and the field (Milano,
1982; Naegle,1980j Milano,1975i Enkvist,1972; Macdonald,
1969). This problem may also result from fracture tough-
ness scaling, but the observations would indicate a con-
finement problem. The laboratory ice sheet may be too
"pure" relative to field conditions, where flaws will be
present. The implication is that an evaluation of a bow
form relying on a stem crack may be biased because the
laboratory ice sheet represents an extreme case, rather
than a typical field condition.
The effect of these modelling problems could not be
assessed adequately from the limited number of trials
performed. But they are of some consequence to the refine-
ment of the S-Bow form, and the evaluation of the concept.
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4.4.2 BA!ljgtaoce Results
The resistanoe data were recorded as a time history which
was statistically analyzed and plotted. The S-Bow output
plot was very unsteady with extreme peak resistances I when
compared with the Melville Bow. A sample output is given in
Figure 17. The resistance data were analyzed over the com-
plete time history, and were also averaged over selected time
segments to eliminate the worst resistance episodes. The
resistance time history Ane the selective analysis were con-
sistent with the assumption that the high resistance epi-
sodes could be attributed to the test configuration rather
than the basic concept. This technique was thought to better
indicate the potential of the concept.
Average resistance lines for each bow at the design trim
for the two ice thicknesses are plotted in Figure 18. The
data for the quarter point trials and the selective analysis
are shown with the untreated data. The data are sununarised in
Table 4. The average resistance of the S-Bow measured in
25mm ice is about 2.5 to 3.0 times that of the Melville Bow
at a given speed. In contrast, the S-Bow in 40mm ice has a
resistance four to five times higher than the Melville Bow
based on untreated data; the selective data reduced the
ratio to the lower (2.5- 3.0) range.
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The S-Bow resistance is approximately linear with speed in
both ice thickneeses, but the increased slope of the 40mm
line indicates the effect of additional resistance-causing
factors. Th.; s observation complements the rationale tor the
selective resistance analysis. For example, the frequency of
crushing under the forepeak was observed to increase with
velocity, such that resistance would radically increase. As
indicated by the observations on radial cracking in Section
4.4.1, there is II. reduction in resistance recorded during
quarter point trials.
Average resistance versus speed is plotted for each trial
in Appendix G. The results show that resistance was minimiz-
ed when at the design (zero) trim. When trimmed by the
stern, the resistance probably increased because the frac-
turing action was less efficient. The effect of trimming by
the bow was probably negated by additional crushing under
the forepeak, inspite of better exposure of the shoulder
edges.
The attempt to investiqata the resistance components by
varying the ice properties (Tests 4 and 5) was inconclusive.
The analyses are presented in Appendix G. It may ~e that the
effect was masked by other mechanisms. This would be con-
sistent with the hypothesis regarding design problems.
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Very high resistance levels were recorded at zero speed, at
the start and end of each test. The towing post calibration
was verified and a review of the videotapes showed little
correlation between the amount of ice coverage on the bow
and the resistance level recorded. No crushing was visible.
The deformation of the ice over the snout was identified as
the probable source of resistance.
4.4.3 Numerical Analysis of the S_Bow Breaking Action jn
A cursory view of the S-Bow resistance data might suggest
that a CASPPR Class 2 or 3 bow had been tested in class 4
conditions, and that a general scaling up of the S-Bow
dimensions might be required. However experimental observ-
ations, as reported in Section 4.4.1, identified specific
design problems with the test configuration. It had to be
established whether design refinements could significantly
reduce the ice resistance of the S-Bow I or whether the high
resistance levels were inherent in the basic concept. The
resistance lines provide a performance envelope for analyz-
ing the utility of the design but were not directly applic-
able to an analysis of specific design problems. Consequent-
ly a numerical analysis of the breaking action o~ the S-Bow
was used to investigate the observations reported in Section
4.4.1.
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The breaking action of the S-Bow in level ice was analyzed
using a format similar to that outlined by Frederking and
TimeD (1985) for an inclined plane. Ice resistance was
treated as series of mechanisms or events, as identified
from the trial videotapes. Each event has an individual load
history, that in a particular combination at a given time
will oppose motion. The avera.ge resistance will be the aver-
age of instantaneous resistances over a specified time; a
cumulative addition of the individual peak resistances would
give very conservative results. Velocity dependence will be
reflected by the frequency of events and a higher probabil-
ity of occurrence for certain events; it may also be reflect-
ed in the rheological assumptions of a particular model of
an event. None of the models had a significant inertial
(velocity dependent) component similar to common semi-
empirical analyses (Enkvist, 1972); this would reflect the
absence of waterflow and the dominance of gravity effects.
Most of the models also treated ice as a homogeneous mater-
ial, and assumed a simple Coulomb friction model.
The analysis consisted of isolating an indi.vidual event
and assessing its magnitude relative to other events. A
resistance "envelope" was developed for each event by apply-
ing a number of simple mathematical models. Convergence of
results suggested that the effect of a certain event could
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be assessed regardless of the rheology assumed by individual
models. The analysis was based on the S-Bow model tests; no
attempt was made to address possible -discrepancies between
the laboratory and the field. The following icebreaking
mechanisms were treated:
1) ice fracture resistance- radial cracking component
2) ice fracture resistance- circumferential cracking
3} flexural failure at the shoulders
4) ice ride-up over the forefoot- rotational, sliding and
edge load effects (non-simultaneous 1
5) ice ride-up over lower forecastle- sliding
6) additional factors - snow friction on downward-acting
bow
The following design problems identified in Section 4.4.1
were analyzed:
1) the deflected region around the snout
2) crushing at the shoulders
3) ice loading/crushing under the flared forepeak- limit
stressi limit force I crescent tip failure
4 J ice contact/wedging at the parallel mid-body
The affect of trim 'Was analyzed in the treatment of a
range of stem angles, and indirectly in the treatment of
some of the problems listed above.
..
The S-Bow ....as treated as a combination of simple geometric
shapes, with varied form angles (Figure 4) to account for
the actual form; tracture geometry was also varied according
to exp~rimental observation. The forecastle ice loadings
were calculated over a fixed distance (station spacing or
unit length) to account for the variation in slope and in
ice coverage.
The details of the numerical analysis are given in Table
5. The indiV'idual analyses are described in Appendix H.
The analysis confirmed that the design problema observed
during the trials were capable ot producing high resistance
levels. Excessive resistances calculated in some of the
crushing analyses were interpreted as an indication of the
gravity of that tailure mode acting over 011. small contact
area. The direct effect of the trim overprediction on !:e-
sistance was indicated by an increase in resistancf", with
stem/slope angle. The ice fracture components aFpear to be
sensitive to the orientation of fracture cracks and the stem
inclination, but les9 sensitive to the type of forefoot
geometry. Ot significance to the upward-acting concept was
the resistance due to ice-ride-up; the resistance.magnitudes
approximated the ice fracture component on both the forefoot
and forecastle.
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4.5 SUMMARY OF THE S-BOW LEVEL ICE RESISTANCE ANALYSES
The S-Bow resistance tests in level ice were Assessed
using three complimentary analyses: oil review of videotaped
recordings; resistance measurements; and IS. numerical 4n81y-
sis of individual mechanisms. The aggregate conclusions from
these analyses 'gave an insight into the physics of the con-
cept and the character of the resistance penalty. There were
two main conclusions regarding the performance of the S-Bow
in level ice.
1.) The hypothesis that the high range of resistances was
due to design problems was supported. The implication is
that design refinements, if successful, could significant-
ly reduce resistance levels.
2.) It was also indicated that the resistance dUB to ice
movement over the bow was a significant component of the
total level ice resistance, and that it predominates over
the effect of the elimination of hydrodynamically-induced
resistance. For a similar fractura action, the level ice
resistance of an upward-acting bow will always exceed tha.t
of a downward-acting bow, by a factor of two or greater.
'6
CHAPTER FIVE
RECOMMENDATIONS: CONDITIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The final stage of the research program sought to address
two issues. The first was whether the design problems ident-
ified during the model trials were rectifiable. The second
concern was to identify potential applications of the S-BoW1
this involved assessing the significance of the resistance
penalty identified during the model trials against the oper-
ational advantages of the S-Bow.
5.1 REFINEMENT OF ",L'HB S-BOW FORM BASED ON LEVEL ICE TEST~
The design problems were reviewed and possible design
refinements are proposed below. The intent is to demonstrate
that the design problems are not intractable.
5.1. a) The entrapment and crushing of broken ice under the
flared forepeak was identified as a major source of re-
sistance. The overhang and convex sections of the fore-
peak, adopted to reduce bow height, should be replaced
with a wall-sided forepeak of adequate height.
S.l.b) A complementary problem was the geometry of the
cantilever "c,rescents", which acted to trap the 'broken
ice. Lengthening the forebody to move the shoulders
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forward should improve the ice fracture pattern, but the
resistance associatod with sliding of the broken ice would
increase. Minimizing length while eliminating the crushing
problem is the ideal. A more acceptable refinement may be
the use of a second set of edges or small runners ahead on
the snout to ensure the "secondary" fracture of the cresc-
ents.
S.Lc) The numerical analysis indicated that even very
localized crushing into the bow shoulders could cause very
high resistances. It was evident that the shearing effic-
iency of the shoulders could be improved. Better defin-
ition of the shearing edge is recommended, but with
regard to the open water performance penalty that may
S.l.d) The entrapment of ice floes between the h:.lll and the
ice sheet edge largely originated with the decision to
adopt an existing parent hull to a new bow type, ~ut may
be minimized by optimizing the forebody slope angles. Ice
deposited horizontally on the ice sheet will be less
prone to fall back into the broken channel. Excessively
steep slope angles on the forecastle should be .avoided in
areas of high ice contact, While retaining effective use
of broken ice weight in the clearing process.
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5.1. e) Overprediction of hull trim resulted in a large
region of ice deflection around the snout during the IHD
trials. For similar hull forms (characterized by a high
LIB ratio) and ice conditions, it was demonstrated that
excessive hull trim should not be a problem. The snout
should be re-designed for a reduced trim. The stem angle
should be minimized in the ice belt region, and relocat-
ion of the stem skeg further aft on the snout should be
investigated. For shorter hull forms, where hull trim may
be significant, a more refined model for hull motion and
ice loading should be sought.
It should be observed that the basic arrangement of the S-
Bow is unchanged by these recommendations. The recommend-
ations consist of refinements rather than major revisions.
This is probably the most important outcome of the design
process used to develop the S-BOW form.
The refinements listed above are baaed only on level ice
tests, and therefore are increments on the design spiral. A
variety of other factors, such as other operating conditions
and structural design must be incorporated before a defin-
itive design can be developed and fully evaluated.
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5.2 INVESTIGATION OF THE UPWARD-ACTING ICEBREAKING CONCEPT
BASED ON THE S-BOW: CONDITIONS FOR DEVELOPMENT
5.2.1 Overview: Conditions for Analysis
A definitive evaluation of the S-Bow concept was not
possible given the limited test data and the uncertainty of
the effect of the design refinements, but an assessment of
the significance of the inherent level ice resistance
penalty was necessary to make recommendations consistent
with the principles described in the introduction. The
intent was to identify potential applications or an oper-
ational profile as discussed in Section 1.3. Thus a
direction for any further research might be identified.
The S-Bow level ice performance was based on the lower
end of the model resistance data, 2.5-3.0 times the resist-
ance of the Melville Bow, recognizing that there were a
number of factors that could vary this estimate.
5.2.2 Analysis of the Performance Envelope
The level ice resistance penalty of the S-Bow was
analyzed comparatively using case studies, which allowed
the incorpor<:.tion of some of the operational advantages
into the evaluation. The magnitudes of the level ice
resistance also had to be considered, as a condition for
the comparative analysis. It may not be necessary for a
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vessel to excel in a given operating environment, but it
must achieve a certain minimum performance as a condition
for operation in that environment.
The operational profile was assessed in terms of the
route spectrum (Figure 1). In this context, the object of
ic:ebreakinq design is to achieve an optimum balance of
performance for specified route, treating the entire range
of conditions over the route.
The results of the level ice resistance trials
indicated that the S-Bow should never be considered for a
purely "heavy· icebreaking role, as defined by the
spectrum. The S-Bow requires a compensating feature to be
competitive. A case study indicated an unorthodox hull form
featuring narrow beam would not offer a sufficient
improvement in performance in a heavy icebreakinq role
{Appendix II.
The light-medium range of the route spectrum was
studied, where a significant proportion of a route will be
in open water (Brune, 1986; Dick, 1983). This route descrip-
tion is typical for seasonal shipping; an open water
penalty is incurred to obtain an icebreaking capability
that is only required for access to local areas for a short
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winter season. The impact of an open water performance
penalty will be magnified ~~hen seeking off-season
employment on another purely open water route.
The geometry and action of the S-Bow allows some
latitude with the hull form below the waterline (Section
1.2). It may be possible to fair the 5-80w into a bulbous
bow (Appendix A.2) and compensate for a higher ice resist-
aoce with an improved open water performance, provided a
minimum icebreaking performance can be maintained.
The feasibility of this proposal was investigated using
a case study based on the M.V."ARCTIC" operating between
Montreal and two northern lead-zinc mines over the summer
season. The performance estimates were based on scaled
model resistance data and therefore the icebreaking
components involve a significant scale effect A simple
averaging method was used to estimate the improvement in
open water performance required by the S-Bow to be
competitive. The resistances were also compared with the
propulsion system capability, recognizing the scaling
limitations. The details of the. analysis are presented in
Appendix I. A study of a high speed application was not
performed because of the uncertainty regarding hull trim
characteristics (Section 5 .1.d) .
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The comparative analysis indicated that a reasonable
improvement in open water performance could compensate for
a significant ice resistnnce penalty on a light-medium
route. This conclusion applies generally, but in the case
of the S-Bow the geometry may allow the open water
performance to more closely approach a low speed open water
hull form, if a bulb can successfully be designed to
suppress the bow breaking wave (Harvald,1983; Eckert ar.'
Sharma, 1973). This may produce a more versatile vessel,
with regard to economic off-season employment or operation
on varying routes, and with an lcebreaklng capability that
would include the operational advantages associat(~d with
the upward-acting concept.
However this prospect is predicated on maint.aininq a
minimum standard of icebreakinq capability. The magnitudes
of the S-Bow level ice resistances, admittedly based on
model data, were such that a significantly larger propUl-
sion system would be required to provide adequate thrust to
maintain a prescribed transit speed. Any compensating
improvement in open water performance would be negated by
the added cost of the propulsion equipment. The magnitudes
of the level ice resistance of the S-Bow must be reduced
for the application to be feasible.
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It is possible to conclude that the development of an
efficient open water form and the reduction of the level
ice resistance penalty are two parallel requirements for
successful development of the S-Bow, because of the
emphasis given these two operating conditions in current
design practice. The capability of the bow in other ice
conditions requires investigation but will vary in import-
ance with the route or application under cCJnsideration;
other ice conditions do not tend to get the same general
emphasis as level icebreaklng in assessing a baw form.
5.2.3 Conclusions: Conditions for ~urther Research
The greatest potential application for an upward-acting
icebreaking bow lies in the light-medium range of the route
profile spectrum, particularly for multi-role vessels. The
following two conditions must be met for this application
to be feasible:
5.2.3.1) there must be a sufficient advantage in open water
performance when compared with competing ice-
breaking hull forms; based on the incorporation of
the bow into an effective bulbous bow (for low Fn
applications) to achieve an increment in perform-
ance similar to that created by an open water
bulb.
5.2.3.2) the level ice resistance must be reduced to a mag-
nitude wher~ a prescribed performance can be
maintained with a comparable propulsion system;
where comparable is defined by the specifications
of the candidate vessel. The correction of design
problems would sigllificantly reduce level ice
resistance but the large resistance component
associated with the movement of broken ice over
the boW" will not be eliminated by form design
alone. A more rational approach would treat the
bow form as a component of an upward-acting
icebreaking system that incorporates auxiliary
icebreaking devices (Mellor, 1984; German and
Dadachanji, 1975) .
The application tv a light-medium route would be a
departure from previous design programs. The earlier ice
plow was generally developed for "heavy" icebreaking
duties, without regard to open water performance. This
proposed application is a role similar to that of the
inclined-stem design found on some Great Lakes bulk
carriers (Appendix A), extended into heavier ice con-
ditions. An essential aspect of this proposal would be the
recognition that improvement of the range of performance of
icebreaking vessels is a valid direction for research.
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5.3 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS FROM RESEARCH
5.3.1) An upward-acting icebreaking concept potentially
offers several operational advantages over
conventional icebreaking bow forms.
5.3.2) The shearing action of the Thyssen\Waas bow
offered a means for reducing the inherent
resistance penalty associ.\ted with breaking ice
upward.
5.3.3) A bow configuration incorporating a shearing
action was evolved in small scale model trials in
level ice using selection criteria that reflected
the range of operating conditions encountered in
icebreaking operations.
5.3.4) The bow configuration, designated the S-Bow, was
tested in 1 :30 scale level ice conditions at the
Institute for Marine Dynamics, using the M.V.
ARCTIC as the parent hull.
5.3.5) The 100 trials were analyzed using videotaped
observations, the recorded model ice resistance,
and a numerical analysis of the fracture sequence.
A regular fracture sequence was observed but
recorded ice resistance ran from two to five times
the published resistance of the M. V. ARCTIC as
fitted.
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5.3.6) Observations and the numerical analysis indicated
that the worst resistance events could be
attributed to design problems, particularly in
predicting the amount of trim by the bow.
Recommendations were prepared to rectify the
design problems.
5.3.7) A significant inherent l:esistance penalty that is
associated with the lifting of broken ice was not
compensated by the shearing action of the bow.
5.3.8) The inherent resistance penalty should preclude
any further development for heavy and/or dedicated
icebreaking duties.
5.3.9) A case study iov01 ....1119 the M,V. ARCTIC indicated
that, for an operational profile with a large open
water component, a significant ice resistance
penalty may be compensated by modest advantage in
open water performance.
5.3.10) Further development of the S-Bow would seem most
favourably directed toward light icebreaking
and/or multi-role operations, where the
operational advantages of the concept would be
most significant.
5.3.11) Successful development will largely depend on
achieving two objectives:
a) reduction of the ice resistance penalty to a level
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where no added propulsion plant is required to
maintain a specified ice transit capability. This
may require some integration with auxiliary
icebreaking systems.
b) development of the forefoot into an efficient
bulbous bow such that open water is sufficient to
compensate for the inherent ice resistance
penalty.
5.3.12) Performance in other ice regimes may preclude the
application of the S-Bow for specific routes or
functions, depending on the importance of that ice
regime to the operation. Further research into the
performance of the S-Bow in other ice conditions
is required.
5.
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ROUTE SPECTRUM
SEVERITY OF ICE CONDITIONS ON ROUTE
Light
100%
Open Woter
Medium
CLASSIFICATION
I
MATRIX OF ROUTE PARAMETERS
- season duration
- ice coverage
- annual ice properties
- multi-yeor ice concentrations
- ice berg population
- pressure ridge frequency
- frequency of ice pressure conditions
- snow cover
- ice concentrations
- distribution of floe sizes
- icing occurances
- hydrography
t
ROUTE DESCRIPTION
- Vessel Function & Operational Profile
- OperoUng Season
- Support Facilities
.- Technological Limits
Heavy
1007-
Ice Cover
FIGURE 1: Schematic of the Route spectrum based on ice
conditions; for analysis of the ot-.:!rational
profile of a proposed vessel.
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The S-Bow model segment used in the IMD resbtance
trials, prior to application of waterline marks.
Note the Melville Bow fa ired into the underside.
The test waterline was located approximately
halfway up the stem runner.
~
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SCHEMATIC OF S-BOW
DEFINITIONS
B '" Beom
z '" Shoulder Height
0: .. Stem or Slope Angle
(t' .. Complement of Angle
j1 .. Waterline Holt-Entrance Angles
p • Local Shoulder Holf'~EntrQnce Angle
w:~: .~~~f~sF~~fi~in~nV~rcpeOk Edge
(3\
FIGURE 4: Schematic of the S-Bow components showing angle
definitions i used for the numerical analysis
following the model trials.
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FIGURE 5: The S-Bow icebreaking sequence in level, uniform ice;
from the IMD model trials.
a) Initial stem crack (indicated by arrow) -
accompanied with deflection of the ice sheet
in th~ model trials. (Left)
hl Formation of circumferential crack at stem
(indicated by arrow) - to form a "tee" with
the initial stem crack - and the shearing at
the shoulders. IRiahtl
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FIGURE 5 (Continued): The S-Bow icebreaking sequence.
FIGURE 6:
c) Elimination of the broken ice. Outer pieces
are moved off near the shoulders, while the
inner pieces are carried aft onto the
forecastle before exit. Note the vertical roW"
of ice pieces along the model hull. Note also
the difference in the ice piece size with
Figure Sa. (1.!ll..t.)
The S-Bow in pre-sawn ice - photo taken at the end
of the channel at low speed. Note the absence of ice
on the bow and adjacent ice compared with Figure Sc.
Broken ice was displaced laterally under the ice
sheet edge. (Right)
19
SMALL SCALE ICE TANK
r- NO_TE~: Hn ;:> ice test location
Braking System.
llsing limit switch
r----------------------------------------------------l
I Ice Sheet Arec '" 1m ~ O.6m !
lII~~:~-~Ji
: Towin Trock- len ttl 90cm: :
I
Model Towing Arm
- Note Pivot
Towing roble
locations
Rev. Counter/com
FIGURE a: Small scale model mounting - showing spring system
intended to simulate hull motion for the bow
configuration tests.
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FIGURE 7: Small-scale ice towing tank - used in bow
configuration evaluation testa in the M.U.N.
Engineering Cold Room. The monorail towing system
is located at the right of the tank..
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FIGURE 9: FFI - the pontoon-type forefoot. Photo shows
version FFIC, which featured a raised centreline
runner with the two side runners.
FIGURE 10: FF2 - the initial Snout-type forefoot - fitted
with the version FB2 forecastle.'
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FIGURE 11: The overhanging forecastle used in the FBl
forebody with the FF2 forefoot.
FIGURE 12: PB5 - the final bow configuration tested, of a
series of models beginning with FB3. Note the
shorter forefoot is more closely integrated with
the forecastle than the PB2.
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FIGURE 13: Construction of the 1: 30 scale S-Bow segment used
in the IMD trials. Refer to Figure 3 for a view of
the completed bow segment.
a) Plug consisting of laminated foam being milled
by the IMD CAM system, from programmed lines
plan (Figure 2). (Tool
b) Finished view of foam S-Bow plug for production
of the fibreglass shell, following milling and
finishing but. prior to joining the lowe:::-
Melville Bow sect.ion. (90t':.om)
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FIGURE 14: Example of excessive ice deflection around the
snout - during the IHO model trials. Note the
distance the deflected region extends out from
the snout, and_the lack of secondary fracture.
FIGURE 15: Example of the radial cracking and "calving" of
the ice sheet that occurred between the model and
the previously created central channel during
quarter point channel.
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FIGURE 16: Condition of the channel broken by the S-Bow
during the IMD trials.
a 1 Channel in 40rnm ice. .crsuu
b) Channel in 25mm ice.~
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FIGURE 17:
RESISTANCE DATA -- IMD MODEL TESTS
S-Bow and Melville Bow
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FIGURE 18: Plot ot average model resistance for the S-Bow
and the Melville Bow in 25mm and 40UlIl\ EC!AD/s
ice.
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A. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE UPWARD-
ACTING BOW FORM
A.l HISTORY OF THE UPWARD-ACTING ICEBREAKING BOW
Inclined surfaces have long been used on river obstacles
and lighthouse piers for icebreaking (Schwarz and Kloppen-
burg, (discussion), 1976). The first eXllJIlple of an ice-going
vessel with an upward-acting bow was the Upper Canadian
paddle driven, wooden steam packet "CHIEF JUS'!'ICE ROBINSON",
constructed in 1842, at leAst two decades before the firllt
European icebreaker. It operated for over a decade on an
extended season on Lake Ontario (3arrY,1973). More rec8utly,
a number of Canadian Great Lakes freighters have been fitted
with an inclined stem to af'11st in late season operations
(The Motorship,l917j. A related application was an attempt
to combine a ram with a small bulb in an offshore trawler
for work in pack ice (World Fishing, 1982).
Attempts to develop a fully capable upward-acting ice-
breaking bow (as opposed to an ice-clearing bow) have
centred on the ice plow. In 1951-52 the Arctic and Antarctic
Institute of the Soviet Union investigated the use of an ica
plow to produce an ice-free channel which would facilitate
more efficient escort of shipping. Field trials conducted in
1953 with the 450 kW tug "IVAN VAZOV" were disappointing.
The tug was underpowered and there were problems in clearing
the broken ice away from the hull which would eventually
"
stall proqresB. As with subsequent designs, the edges of the
channel were observed to collapse under the weight of the
broken ice (ShVllist",in,19711. Soviet activity in this tield
geems to have ceased after these trials.
Development of the ice plow in Canada centred on the Alex-
BoW, patented by S.E. Al.:ixander; the unique feature was the
addition of a centre-line splitter blade which aided in the
initial fracture of the ice sheet (Alexander,1970). Model
tests were conducted in paraffin wax in the mid-1960'S; a
pilot project using the Alex-Bow 4S an bow appendage on a
5190 kW tug WIlS t8llted in March 1967 on Lake Ontario (Shvai-
stein, 1970). These tests encouraged PanArctic Oil Ltd to
sponsor the t-!!sting of an icebreaking tug-barge combination
tor re-supply of their nestern ~ctic operations. The barge
"L.A. LEARMONTH" ....as fitted with an AleX-Bow and was pushed
by a tug which also towed another barge. The system was em-
ployed in ths re-lJupply of Melville Island operations in
August 1968. Interoet WAS expressed in the use of the Alex-
Bow with the S.T. "MANHATTAN" at this time (Gray and Hay-
bourn,1981). However during re~supply operations in August
1969 the tug-barge combination was caught in heavy dynlUllic
ice conditions in Barrow Strait, and the "LEARMONTH" and an
accompanying barge were lost.
"
The circumstances of the incident are described by Davies
(19691. The 1088 primarily resulted from structunJ. failure
due to ice pre!l9ure, compleJtented by a lack of rigidity of
the towing system. Neither buge was ice-strengthened except
for the bow area; the barges would have tc. be built to
CASPPR Class :2 standards to operate in the area today. The
ice conditions were severe enough that the escorting ice-
breaker C.C.G.S. ~LABRADOR" WAS beset. Prior to the inci-
dent, the Alex-Bow had difficulty following the icebreaker
because ths broken ice from the "LABRADOR" would lodge on
the bow and not deflect, eventually accumulating to stall
the tow. There is no evidence that the Alex-Bow directly
contributed to thO! 108s, in particUlar by causing the barge
to run under the ice sheet; the "LEARHONTH" sank stern
first. Nevertheless the belief persists that the Alex-Bow
was responsible for the loss (Gray and Haybourn, 1981).
Development of the Alex-Bo,", continued after 1969 primarily
for use with unconventional hull forms. Interest focused on
what are treated as operational advantaqes in this text
(Gertllan and Dadachanji,1975i German, 1971). However more
recent innovations lIeem too have overtaken the Alex-Bow.
There has been peripheral u.s. involvement with up....ard-
acting icebreakers. The Alex-Bow was test.ed along with a
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downward-acting M.I-T./White Bow in large-scale (1:6) model
trials for the icebreaking tanker "MANHATTAN" conducted in
Sogreah, France in 1968. Concern over the ridge transitting
capabili ty was reported as the main reason for rejecting the
Alex-Bow (Gray and Maybourn,1981; Mookhoek at a1.,1981). The
Alex-Bow was later unsuccessfully tested as an attachment
for river icebreaking (J.E. Carter, conversation, 1985). A
few unorthodox upward-acting icebreakir.,; systems have been
investigated for river icebreaking in the United States;
several systems which fracture the ice sheet by gas-blasting
have been successfully tested (Mellor,1984; Coburn and
Ehrlich,1973).
Following the "MANHATTAN" trials an icebreaking tanker
featuring a narrow beam and an upward-acting icebreaking bow
was proposed by Xallipke (1972) in West Germany. A similar
design appeared in a 1978 East German textbook (Schoneckt et
a1., 1978). This seems to be the most recent reference to
upward-acting icebreaking, except for the ice-clearing
designs described above.
A.l.2 RELATED OPEN WATER BOW FORMS
As indicated in Section 2.1 in the text, two types of open
water bow form bear some relation to the S-Eow. The first
type is the snout bow employed on some nineteenth century
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warships to improve sea keeping ar.d to avoid blast damagE<
when carrying heavy armament forward. The snout bew was dev-
eloped from the ram bow, which could be found on all major
warshi~s designed in the mid- and late- nineteenth century.
Some old battleships fitted with a ram bow were employed as
emergency icebreakers during and after the First World iolar
(discussion, x!oppenburg and Schwartz, 1976).
Another development of the ram hew is the modern bulbous
bow (Comstock, 1965). Many modern medium-siz~d cargo vessels
are fitted with a large bulbous bow to improve open water
efficiency. The mechanism that makes a bulb effective for
this class of vessel, which operate at relatively low Fraude
numbers, is not well understood. Originally the bow bulb was
employed with higher speed vessels to suppress the Kelvin
bow wave system; at lower Froude numbers a bulb is believed
to be effective in reducing the "wave-breaking resistance"
associated with the localized bow wave (Harva1d, 1981;
Eckert and Sharma, 1973). No negative effect on seakeeping
has been reported (Eckert, 1973). The potential of the bow
bulb was considered when developing the S-bow form.
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B. SPECIFICATIONS OF THE M.V.ftARCTIC: MODEL M326B/M326BMS
B.l PARTICULARS AND HYDROSTATICS
The motor vessel (M.V.)"ARCTIC" began service in 1978 as a
CASPPR Class 2 Bulk Carrier of 28000 DWT. From 1984-1986 it
was converted to an oil/bulk ore carrier and upgraded to a
conditional CASPPR Class 4 (Baker and Thompson, 1985/86).
The "ARCTIC" was refitted with .- new bow of improved 10e-
breaking capability, referred to as the "Melville Bow" (Lues
and Snayd, 1986; SaXer and Thompson, 1985/86; Baker, 1985).
The original propulsion system (11 MW she.ft power, 160
tonne a ballard pull) WAS retained. The upgraded "ARCTIC" WAS
used as a test case for the rHO resistance trials. A body
plan of the Melville bow is sho,,-::- tn Figure B.1; the orig-
inal bow was somewhat shorter, with higher characteristic
angles.
The hydrostatic particularp. for the upgraded M. V. "ARCTIC"
and the 1: 30 scale model dr~signated M326BMS are given in
Table B.l, and the form corfUcients are given in Tab];:!. B.2.
Some of the S-Bow motion calculations were based on elle old
form because it better represented the S-Bow dimensions.
B. 2 MODEL DETAILS
The model of the M.V.MARCTIC" used in the comparative
resistance trials was constructed at a scale of 1:30 for a
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friction res':'stance program, reported by Williams at al.
(1987). The model has been referred to as M326a in most
pUblished sources (Baker,BaS; Molyneux,19S3), but the
designation used in the SMP file, M3268MS, was adopted for
the IHO tests. The SMP file contained the data required for
milling the model plug, which is then used to create the
fibreglas8 hull shell. The data are stored as a series of
offsets for a given station, with the hull typically divided
into 20 stations; further substations and profiles al;'1!
entered to describe .regions of more complex geometry.
The model was ballasted (Table B.l) to the design water-
line with the assistance of pre-set trim hooks located at
the perpendiculars, on each side of the hull. The ballast
was located to give a realistic motion response. An inclin-
ing test was used to determine the metacentric height (GM),
and the radii of gyration (k) were determined from the pitch
and roll period (r) using a formula from Bhattacharya
(1978) :
r._ 21fk(l+a)/(g(CM»P'2
where ac O.2 for roll, 0.9 for pitch
('-2.1)
This data was obtained for the friction resistance trials
(Williams et al.,1987) but were also used for this program.
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B.3 MODEL SURFACE PREPARATION
The M32 GBMS model was constructed as one of a series for
an experimental friction resistance program. The model v:;ed
for the S-Bow comparitive resistance trials was painted. with
the coating referred to as Sl:rface 1 in Williams at a1-
(1987). The friction data for the surfaces was obtained from
tests using a "Friction Jig" I set up at the side of the ice
tank. A sample board, painted coincidentally with the model,
was pushed past a fixed block of EG!AO/S ice cut from the
ice sheet and loaded with a range of known ,,:eights. Only one
speed was tested. The friction coefficient was calculated
from a readout produced from a load cellon the "ji.g" using
the standard formula. The surface roughnesses and friction
coefficients for MJ26Br-1S with surface 1 are given below,
reported in williams et al. (1987).
Sqrface ] BQJ!ghn~: Bow = 1.291±O.189 pm
Mid-Body= 1. 276±O .340 pm
Plate = 1. 206±O .191 pm
Stern = 1.304±O.193 pm
Stern Plate= L290±O.207 pm
Surface 1 Frjctioo Coeffient: Bow, Mid-Body JJ = O.060±O.007
Stern IJ = O.099±O.009
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B.4 TRIM MOMENT ESTIMATE
Prior to form development, the trim moment available for
ice frS;,cture had to be investigated. The old M. V. ~ARCTIC·
hull was used because it was ,loser to the expected upward-
acting bow lengt.h. From Table B.1:
HCTltll - ' ... (IL)/L" - b(&KL)/L" (B-6.1)
(B-6.2}
- (382591:) (214.3/'")/(196.59111) - 2.ll2. t*lll/lII tr1 ..
A 1m trim would produce a vertical load of Py at the FP of:
P y - HCTlm/(O.5Lpp • LCFlI )
_ 533ge*m/(O.5(196.591l1)·O.18m) -l.!!..!i t.
A crude estimate of ice load was made from cantilever beam
failure, u:ling a high value for at (Timeo, 1980 l, and an
assumed forefoot length equal to ice piece size, and an ice
thickness with safety factor:
8-6.3)
- (800 lc.P.)(23.)(1.SII)11 [6(9_81..-2.)(41.»)
and a weight of broken ice based on boW' length:
(8-6.41
- (0.92 t/Ill~)(:Z01ll)(2JII;)(l.511l) -~
It wag generalized that the induced trim would be about
the thickness of the ice gheet; the angle induced by a trim
of 105m would be:
,- arcsin(h/(O.5LI'I' - LCFH») - l.Sm/(O.S(196.S9m)-O.1811l) -
0.015 rad < P
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TABLE B.1: HYDROSTATIC PARTICULARS OF THE M. V. "ARCTIC" AND
1:30 SCALE MODEL MJ26BMS
DESIGNATION: ~ ~
LENGTH ( PERPENDICULARS) Lpp,m 206.16 (196.6)1 6.872
LENGTH {WATERLINE} "",,,m 210.33 (200.8) 7.011
BEAM (AT WA1'ERLINEj B,m 22.86 0.762
DESIGN DRAUGIiT T,m 10.97 0.366
DEPTH ",m 15.00 0.500
LOCATION OF MIDSHIPS "',m 103.08 3.436(Fwd of AP)
CENTRES OF BUOYANCY.:
!~~v~f b~;~~~;~~l LCB,m -0.41 (3.5~ ) -0.014KB,rn 5.84 (5.80) 0.195
DISPLACED VOLUME V, m' 37667 (3729.3) 1.395
DISPLACEMENT 6,tonnes 38642 (38259) 1.393(3)
CENTRE OF FLOTATION LCF,m -0.58 (0.18) -0.019
(Fwd of Midships)
WATERPLANE AREA A."p,m2 4122 (3940) 4 .580
TRANSVERSE METACENTRIC BMt,m 4.23 (4.09) 0.141
RADIUS
LONGITUDINAL METACENTRIC BM1,m 310.6 (274) 10.353
RADIUS
LONGITUDINAL CENTRE OF LCG,m 102.6 3.422
GRAVITY (Fwd of AP)
VERTICAL CENTRE OF KG,rn 8.49 0.283
GRAVITY (above baseline)
METACENTRIC HEIGHT GM,m 1.58 0.053
(transverse)
RADII OF GYRATION
(Transverse) Rt,m 8.01 0.267
(Longitudinal) Rl,m 49.14 1.638
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TABI,E B. 1 NOTES:
1) Bracketed numbers refer to M.V. "ARCTIC" with the old Class 2
.:~ow (110 stability data given).
2) The "ARCTIC" normally operates at zero trimi the baseline
is coincident with the moulded keel elevation.
3} The model displacement was calculated using freshwater.
4) Hydrostatics based on the bare hull, no appendages.
Model Towjng Details:
1) Location of the towing gimbal for M326BMS (also M326BP):
Top Surface: a.168m above the baseline (BLl
CG of Template: 3.422m fwd of AP
(30cm cut out for clearance,.
TOp surface for Yaw restraint gimbal: a.252m above BL
2) Location of ballasting shelves in M326B~lS:
- 1 platform low as possible in each model segment.
- 1 platform max. fwd at O.56m above BL.
- 1 platform max. aft at 0.4611\ above BL.
- platforms fwd and aft of gimbal, 0.5m above BL.
(ballast locations in stern and midbody not changed for M326BPj
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TABLE B.2: FORM COEFFICIENTS FOR M.V."ARCTIC"- MELVILLE BOW
COEFFICIENTS BASED ON: LENGTH BETWEEN PBRPENDICULARS
BEAM, DRAUGHT AT MIDSHIPS
LIB 9.019
LIT 18.789
BIT 2.083
AFT BODY l.wI./L 0.520
FOREBODY LwL/L 0.500
BLOCK, C. 0.728
Ca, AFT BODY 0.725
C., FORESODY 0.731
MIDSHIPS, ell 0.991
PRISMATIC, C, 0.735
%LCB/L -0.197 }
\LCB(AFT BODYjlL -19.369 } Fwd of Midships
'Lce (FOREBDD'l1 It 18.819 }
WATBRPLANE, elf 0.875
ell OF AFT BODY 0.878
eN OF FOREBODY 0.871
%LCF!L -0.282 }
nCF (AFT BODY) It -22.418 } Fwd of Midships
'teF (FOREBODY) It 22.031 }
BMt/S 0.185
SHilL 1.507
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C. ICE CHARACTERIZATION TESTS FOR THE SMALL-SCALE ICE
TANK
C.l r'CE GROWTH PROCEDURES
The standard urea ice was replaced by a mix consisting of
urea, detergent, and sugar. This mix (UR/o/S ice?) was sel-
ected because it reduced initial flexural strength signific-
antly. See Table C. 1 for mix calculations.
Repetition of ice growing procedures was ernphasi2ed with
the intent that the ice properties measured in a particular
ice sheet would be reproduced in other ice sheets, minimiz-
ing calibration tests for each sheet. The ice was grown at
an average temperature of _25°C. The cold room took approx-
imately 30 minutes to reach this temperature. During this
time the old ice was rer,lov~d from the tank with the dssist-
ance of an aluminum mesh screen, and was placed in storage
buckets for melting and re-use. When thermocouples indicated
air temperature had reached _20°C, the ice was "seeded". A
final skim to remove ice was never totally successful, but
was most successful when the water was least disturbed. The
melt from previous tests was added. The ice was seeded using
a hand-held, compresged air-operated insecticide "mist-er",
which sprayed a tine mist of warm tap water. Spraying took
about 30 seconds.
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Growing time during the calibration tests varied from 3
hours to 2 hours, as ice thickness was found to stabilize
after an initial period of rapid growth. At -2SoC an ice
sheet with an average thickness of about 1.5 em was produced
over the growing time. The ice was then "tempered" at an
average temperature of _2°C (-28°Fl for up to 2 hours; this
gave a good balance between tempering time and an unaccept-
ably wet ice surface.
C.2 PRESENTATION OF. DATA
The data obtained up to February 17, 1986 are presented in
Figures C.l-C.3.
C , al Flexural Strepgth Qat,,: (Figures C.l,C.2)
Formula: d'"= 6FL/bhz (C-2.1)
(C-2.2)
Notes: i I (Figure C.1) Urea Concentration '" + indicates
standard 0.9\ urea ice. Else data are for URIDls
ice.
ii) (Figure C.2) Data obtained from beams failed
adjacent to beams tested for modulus E. All with
OR/D/S ice.
C 2 bJ Coptileyer Beam DeflectioD pata: (Figure C.3)
Formula ' El - ·2/3 an L1/&(1+ lS/L)h
Notes: i) All tests in UR/D/S ice.
ii) Flex test performed on beam adjacent to deflected
beam (see C.2.a).
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iii) In later tests, growing time reduced from 3 hours
to 2 1/2 hours.
C 2 cl Shear Tests:
Formulae: r - }'!A - F/I1h (C-2.3 )
Notes: i) All tests in UR/D/S ice, 3 hours growing time.
ii) The shear tests were conducted using a "guill-
otine" device similar to that described by Timeo
(1980). Unfortunately it proved difficult to
obtain pure shear failure with the device, and
consequen.tly the test data was highly scattered. A
clear trend with tempering could not be ident-
ified.
C.3 STRUCTURE
several horizontal and vertical thin sections were pre-
pared from samples taken from different locations in the ice
tank. A selection of photog.:::aphs are shown in Figures C. 4 .
The three zone structure characteristics of urea ice is
evident in photographs. The first zone consisting of fine
randomly oriented crystals produced by seeding is barely
visible in the vertical section. The second zone is a trans-
ition layer of random polycrystalline structure. These two
upper layers are believed to control the mechanical propert-
ies. The lower zone is a mechanically weak layer having a
columnar structure characteristic of dendritic growth.
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The structure of UR/D/s ice was similar to sea ice, with a
columnar structure and brine-like cells; however, the upper
polyc~ygtalline layer was proportionally much thicl<er than
the upper layer in sea ice. This may be attributed to the
growing conditions and also may be a scale effect associated
with growing a relatively thin ice sheet, Le. the trans-
ition zone did not scale down. The resulting ice was some-
where between conventional urea ice and WARe fine grained
ice. An additional difference is that in the columnar zone
UR/c/s ice tended to grow two-dimensionally as platelets,
rather than as truly three-dimensional columns.
The average grain size was obtained from the thin sections
using an average from a 1 cm2 grid. The average grain sbe
increases from 0.17 cm2 near the top surface to 0.31 em'
near the bottom. The upper layer i:'akes up an average of 21%
of the total ice thickness. Grain size data for each sample
are given in Table C.2.
C.4 ADDENDUM: Tests after February 1986
Following the characterization tests, the tank was pre-
pared for model testing t and then the test programme for the
icebreaking bow began. In the course of these tests t
additional observations were made:
lOS
a) Increased water levels, to accommodate the model,
increased the ice growth rate. It was possible to reduce
the ,growing time to 1.5 hours to attain the desired ice
thickness. Uniformity of ice sheet thickness decreased
with increased water level.
b) The size of the tank affects the ice sheet when water is
displaced, such as when the model is mounted. Tnis effect
will occur in all ice tanks, but is much more serious in a
small tank. The water will either distort the ice sheet
slightly because of the constraint on the sides of the ice
sheet, or will permeate upward onto the ice surface. In
ei thar case the ice sheet becomes more ductile.
c) Maintaining a standard set of ice properties proved
impossible with the available equipment; the ice sheet was
inSUfficiently isolated from outside ambient conditions
and was affected by mechanical and water quality problems.
The characterization tests proved useful in identifying
the scaling limies of the ice sheet, but each towing trial
had to be assessed in1.ividually based on videotaped
observati ~n
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TABLE C.l : OR/Dis ICE MIX CALCULATIONS
By weight% : Il t .. N (p"V)
For unit Volume" 1m3 : P" - 1000 kg/Ill'
!lJa.I.: N" .. 1.9o,; W,,'''' 19.0kg
~: N. - O.OH:; w·,'" O.Jkg
: Nd, - 0.05%: Wd,' - a.Skg
Tank Dimensions: 1- 115cllI b- 60ClD ; d_ 4lem
Tank Volume: v ... 0.2829 1113
Mix Calculation: ll..r..!.L:
~,
~:
\1" 5. 37S1kg
Y O.08487kg .. 84.87g
lid o.14145kg .. 141.4515
TABLE C. 2 : GRAlli SIZE (d) FROM THIN SECTIONS
Elevation (em)
mid-section base
Grain Size d (em)
top mid-section base
0.50 1.90 0.188 0.246
0.45 1.10 0.186 0.230 0.376
0.70 1.80 0.160 0.191 0.266
0.30 1.40 0.146 0.238 0.333
0.47 L80 0.151 0.191 0.274
0.40 1.60 0.194 0.235 0.302
SMALL TANK- ICE QUALITY TESTS
Flexural strength tempering data tor UR/D!S ice -
obtained :from the small scale M.U.N. ice tank from
cantilever bending tests.
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Flexural strength tempering data for cantilever
beams tested adjacent to the modulus tests.
SMALL ICE TANK - ICE QUALITY TESTS
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FIGURE C.3: Modulus data plotted against tempering time for
OR/Dis ice - obt.ained from the small scale M.U.N.
ice tank using a cantilever deflection test.
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FIGURE C. 4: Thin Sections of the UR/D/S model ice grown in
the Small-Scale M.U.N. Ice Tank.
a) Profile section of UR/D/S ice. Maximum thickness
is about 16mm. Note the transition from a fine
grained top layer into columnar platelets.
b) Horizontal section of the seeded top layer of
UR/D/S ice. Note the randomly oriented fine-
grained structure.
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FIGURE: C.4 (Continued): Thin Sections of OR/DIS ice.
c) Horizontal section of the transition zone in
UR/D/s ice. The structure remains quite random,
but the grains are larger I indicating
preferential growth.
dl Horizontal sec'tion near the bottom of the UR/D/s
ice sample. Note the two-dimensional shape of
the grains, typical of platelet growth, as
opposed to a truly three-dimensional columnar
structure. Note also the size of the grains.
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D. DESIGN OF THB SMALL-SCALE MODEL MOUNTING
0.1 INTRODUCTION
The lcebreaking model consisted of a bow segment mounted
on an aluminum frame with a set of springs intended to
simulate the restoring buoyant force produced by the hulL
The springs were scaled usitlg a seakeeping analogue of the
hull motion induced by the ice sheet. Added mass associated
with icebreaker motion was calculated using a computer
simUlation, HANSEL, based on Salveson at a1. (1970); damping
is generally negligible in icebreaking analyses (Milano,
1982; Naegle, 1980). The ice characterization tests (Append-
ix C) indicated that a distortion factor of about two would
be required to accommodate the scaling limits of the UR/c/s
ice with the geometric scale (>. '" 100). Note that the
mounting had to he designed prior to any form design,
necessitating a number of assumptions regarding hydrostatics
and ice loading.
0.2 CALCULATION OF SPRING CONSTANTS FOR THE MODEL MOUNTING
0.2.1)~ - frc·m Milano (1980)
a) Class 4 conditions - with SAfety factor'" 0.8
Ice thickness: h = 1.5 m'" 5 ft.
b) Radius of loading (r) for applicable ice cantilever
r .. 1.3 h .. 1.98 m • 6.5 ft.
c) Ice Piece Size X' - From radius of loading to point of
failure, X', a characteristic ice piece size approximates
the icebreaking cycle distance
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Regression Equation for X': (in ft.)
X' - 0.8612 h - 0.2.38U+8.978
For h ::: 5 ft. and U ::: 5.067 ft./s ::: 3 knots
Speed Independent X'(O) = 13.284 ft. '" 4.049 m
Depth of Wedge X' (U) '" 12.078 ft. ::: 3.681 m = X'
Model Ice piece size: - 4cm
(0-2.1)
0.2.2) Wave Analogue - An input wave to simulate icebreaker
hull motion tor strip theory program, (HANSEL, based
on Salveson, Tuck, Ogilvie <1970».
General Form of Displacement: 'II - Al~oS(w.t) (0-2.2)
whe_re: a) t ::: time;. Ai = amplitude of motion, approximately
h, based on hydrostatics of M.V."ARCTIC", and a
trim estimate (Appendix B.6). Subscripts:
i ::: 3 ::: heave i i = 5 = pitch
h) The form of III assumes a linear, harmonic wave. For strip
theory to apply, the condition U » dlli/dt must be sat-
isfied to isolate the input wave from any radiated waves.
As the vessel is travelling through ice, any radiation
effects would be negligible.
D.2. 3) Seal j 09 ReaP i rements for Springg - For a geometric
scale factor ), c 100, linear displacement x, and
force F:
(D-2.3)
th~refore: lt p " ),2k. _ I,;oear Spring Coostant
For angular displacement h and Moment M:
Hp/H.. _ Jp(hp)/J.(hll ) .. lfglpa"'Lp/(lfgL.. "'LII) _)," (D-2.4)
therefore: J p _ ),lJ .. _ angnlar Spring Constgnt
Substituting: ), .. 100 ;
k... - 10-'kp ; J. - 10'~Jp
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0.2.4) Computer AnAlvgj g of spri n9 COOlJUntg -using HANSEL
~: a) Wave len9~h, L, based on the pitching action ot:
the Class 2 H.V. -A.l:I.CTIC· hull about ~ts LCF, and
the cycle distance X'. This approximation is
quite acceptable because of the near fore-aft
symmetry of the M.V. -ARCTIC·.
Wavelength 1 - X'+LWL :: 203.7 I'il '" 668 ft. (0-2.5)
h) The program was run ",ith three Frauds numbers correspond-
ing to velocities of 1 to J knots .
. General Equation of Mot jon: for i, j= 3 (heave) I 5 (pitch)
(0-2.6)
Interpreting Results:
a} The analogue reldtes to the heave and pitch motion
induced by the ice. The program Wll.:!!J used to produce the
added mass and damping coefficients for the M. V. "ARCTIC" •
h) The encounter frequency, w., is calculated to identify
the added mass coefficients applicable to the analogue.
The frequency is referred to as an encounter frequency in
that there is no vessel oscillation without forward
motion.
Frequency: .... - ./h8TJ. (0-2.7)
Non-dimensionalizing '"' •• D - .... JL;;'Ji == l......!i! 10-2.8'
C) The added mass coefficients are given for WI:JD == 2.555,
t.he lo....est frequency calculated:
Heave: CA)J'" JL.J.22.
pitch: CAn == .L...J2l *10.1
Cross Coupling: CAn = CAn =~ *10.4
Note that the cross-coupled coefficient is much smaller
than the other two coefficients. This was a result of the
fore-aft symmetry of the M.V."ARCTIC". (LCF = O.lBm ahead
of midships l. Cross-coupled terms can reasonably be neg-
lected, ....hich simplified the spring analogue.
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d) The added mass coefficients were calculated using the
following data for the M.V. "ARCTIC"; (noting HANSEL uses
Imperial (U.S.) units).
Mass: M '" 1176.79 tons g2/ft. Length: LvL;;: 656 ft.
Area of Waterplane: AvP::: 4 X 104 sq. ft.
Metacentric Radius: BM~:: 900 it.
Radius of Gyration: rs'" O.3L (frolll HANSEL program)
Longitudinal Centre of Flotation: LCF=O.6 ft.
(from midships 1
The added masses were calculated as:
~: ... " - CA!! 'X Ii '" ~l/ft
~: An - CA" x Ii x LZ ", l....2.*10] tonS*5 1"tt l /ft.
The hydrostatic terms were calculated as:
~:C33 - A", ;;: poa tons/ft
.£..i....t£h: C$3 - I .. , - MgBM L ::.J..:.i .10 ' tonwit
e) The equations of motion can be simplified because of the
cruiser stern of the H.V. "ARCTIC". The restoring force
provided by the spring analogue is written alongside:
~: F s - {(1s+ ASS)w. 1 + Csslh s - IJ s l h l (O-2.9b)
where: Is - K(r s 1)
Damping terms were neglected as they were negligible for
the frequencies being considered. The spring constants
were calculated as:
]c.) = 6QQQ tonnes/m.
lit£b: J l - (I1r~l + A~~)W.z+c"
'" 5.3 x 10' tons.ft/rad.
Js .. .L....§. "'101 tonnes"'m/rad
(0-2.111
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0.2.5) scaling of Results - Noting the scaling laws
developed earlier, and that A. :z 100:
11Dn: k3... 600 kg/m '"~
In scaling pitch, J5/ it was noted that for a motion
amplitude equal to h=1.5 m, the pitch angle was very small:
pitch angle: ~ - arcsin (h/~L/2?!
= 0.90 ", 0.015 radians
(0-2.12)
Thus it was possible to neglect pitch angle, and just treat
the displacement due to the pitching motion. It was assumed
the springs were set O. 1L back from the bow forward perpen-
dicular.
For hm = 1.5 em, pitch angle if. '" 0.015 radians:
pitch Mgment: /01 511 - lO·epsrH_~
pitch Restoring Force: Fj .... M5~/(O.5L.. - O.lLII } (0-2.13)
pitch Spring cgostant:k,. - F,/h.= 250.0 kg/m (0-2.14)
0.2.6) Selection of springs for Mpdel _
Superposition of the heave and pitch components in the
spring analogue indicated that the heave component k) is
about three times the pitch component k5: the icebreaking
motion will more readily induce II restoring force due to
pitch, and therefore:
k'II"k5m"~
The final size of the springs would have a distortion
factor, S, based on the scaling limitation of the model,
discussed in the main body.
Mndel Sprjng CnDstllot: kll '" S.k,.' (0-2.15)
The model mounting arrangements are shown in Figure 8 in the
main text. The horizontal springs provided restraint for the
model against the roller bearings, but did not affect the
vertical motion.
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E. SMALL ICE TANK TEST PROGRAM DATA
E.l EVALUATION OF TBE TRIALS
The. object of the small ice tank test program was to
develop the S-Bow configuration. The bow evaluation was
bosed on qualitative observations and consequently the data
recorded for eac:-. trial consisted of the test conditions,
rather than performance data. The quality of each trial \"a::l
rated from the videotape record, based on the quality of the
fracture action and the size of the broken ice pieces
produced, where:
4:::: excellent
3= good
2= fair to good
1= fair
The ratings are recorded as "RATE" in Table E.1. Ratings
did not relate to the rnrformance of the bow configuration
(see Table 1 in text) being tested.
About half of the trials were rated fair to excellent, and
the observations from these trials were used to evaluate the
alternative bow configurations. Those trials with the suffix
"0" indicate a pre-drilled sheet. Reasons for rejecting a
trial included: mechanical failure, loss of speed record,
and poor ice quality. The following are some notes to
accompany Table E. 1.
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al The location of the ice thickness measurements (81- H6)
are shown in Figure 7 in the text. HI was the root of the
test cantilever beam. Thicknesses 82- H6 were taken around
the broken channel tv get an 1.:e sheet profile; precise
location varied with the condition of the sheet,
contributing to variation in ice thicknesses recorded.
b) Where the flexural strength was too low to register on
the push-pull gauge, a default value of 8kPa was assigned,
based on the previous ice sheet calibration tests.
c) The model speed (vllll was approximated as the tangential
velocity of the towing axle. Full scale velocity is re-
corded as "V" in knots. "SET" indicates the percentage of
full power Bet on the motor control box to obtain the
target speed.
The most significant feature of the trial data is the lack
of correlation between the ice strength data and the quality
of the triaL This was probably a result of the time durat-
ion between the flexural test and the trial run, local ice
sheet inconsistencies, and the lack of an effective fracture
toughness test.
E.2 NOTES ON SMALL-SCALE TRIALS
These notes are related to Table 1 in the main text.
II The leading causes of trial failures were: cable fail-
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ure (10.6%) i ice deterle.tration (3.3% I; while other system
problems affected about 3% of the trials. 7 trials were
affected by a non-critical malfunction. A successful
trial could still be rated as of poor quality.
2) About 30% of the trials were performed in a pre-drilled
ice sheet. This technique involved drilling a pattern of
small holes in the ice sheet using a wooden template, to
act as stress points. The holes were located to give a
predicted ice piece size of 4crn, as calculated from a
semi-empirical equation (Milano,1980).
3) The cold room had no humidity control, such that humid
weather affected the quality of the afternoon ice sheet.
4) Covering the tank produced a more uniform ice sheet but
it drastically reduced the growth rate.
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TABLE E.1: DATA FOR SMALL-SCALE ICE TANK TRIALS
DATE/:SET: H1 H2 H3 84
SHEET (rom)
<D=drirled>
H5 H6 : 17!::\l v. V : RATE
(kPaj (m/s) (ktsj
<"'=nominal>
1. 73 1.39 1.16 1.16 1.32 47.7
- 3'
1.38 1.52 1.35 1.15 1.39 37 •.'5 .055 1.07
1.60 1.31 1. 31 1.38 1. 78 28.0 .119 2.31
1.67 1.39 1.33 1.27 1.84 29.1 .041 0.80
1.24 1.27 1. 22 1.21 1.44 B.O N/A l'
1. 69 1.46 1. 42 1.36 1.72 41.1 .129 2.51 3
ITl.A
02/4-1 82 2.41 2.80 2.26 1.93 2.04 2.21 18.2 --------- -
03/4-1 82 -------------------------------------------- -
04/4-1 82 1.99 1.99 1.5 l.00 ------------------------ -
04/4-2 82 2.00 l.as 1.601.45 1.35 1.59 8.0 .147 2.85 2
07/4-1 82 -------------------------------------------- -
08/4-1 82 1.68 1.50 l.CO 1.46 1.24 1.58 60.7 .1452.82 1
08/4-2 82 1.49 1.86 1.75 1.40 1.37 1.75 34.5 - 3*
09/4 -1 82 -------------------------------------------- -
09/4-2 S4 2.03 1.98 1.55 1.57 1.58 1.7348.0 - 2*
10/4-1 54 1.78 1.75 1.48 1.49 1.53 1.51 18.2 - 2*
10/4-2 35 1.84 - 1.26 1.30 - 40.5 - 1*
11/4-1 35 1.77 1.65 1.48 1.36 1.36 1.6721.6 .038 0.74 2
=14/4-1 82 1.61
15/4-1 82 1.69
15/4-2 el 1.62
16/4-1 351.76
16/4-2 35 1.70
17/4-1082 1.73
~
17/4-20 82 1.63 - 40.9 N/A 3*
18/4-10 82 - 1.88 1.82 1.40 1.32 1.62 -------------- -
=21/4-1 82 1.61 1.74 1.38 1.36 1.50 1.5650.3 N/A 3* (3)
21/4-20 82 1.48 1.54 1.32 1.22 1.26 1.43 28.2 N/A 3* (3)
22/4-1 54 1.85 1.71 1.53 1.48 1.49 1.8230.4 N/A 2* (3)
22/4-2054 - 0.90 0.96 1.00 1.02 1.23 8.0 .070 1.38 3
23/4-1 35 1.62 1.65 1.57 1.49 1.47 1.55 30.0 N/A 1*
23/4-20 35 1.46 --------------------------------------- -
24/4-1035 1.72 1.79 1.67 1.53 1.48 1.7843.1 .0450.88 4
=30/4-1 82 1.912.03 2.05 1.46 1.40 1.5221.9 .162 3.15
30/4-2 82 1.52 1.95 1.50 1.53 1.50 1.6438.2 .167 3.24
01/5-1 82 1.862.02 1.76 1.66 1.46 1.8733.8 .1733.36
01/5-2 82 1.72 ------------------------ 22.9 --------- -
02/5-1 82 1.80 1.84 1.40 1.43 1.40 1.61 39.1 3*
02/5-2 82 1.36 1.24 1.20 1.12 1.10 1.37 11.1 .166 3.22
05/5-1 54 1.61 2.05 1.84 1.50 1.41 1.74 25.2 .109 2.12
05/5-2 54 1.52 --------------------------------------- -
06/5-1 54 1.62 LBO 1.66 1.31 1.46 1.68 29.4 2*
06/S-~ 54 1.64 1.79 1.53 1.38 1.32 1.60 16.3 2*
07/5-1 35 1.53 1.74 1.601.30 1.20 1.6853.9 1*
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TABLE E.l (Continued): DATA FOR SMALL-SCALE ICE TANK TRIALS
DATE!: SST: HI
~~~~;~lled>
H2 83 84 85 86 : "t-: v. V : RATE
(nun) (kPal (m/s) (kts)
<·"'nominal>
1.761.841.601.481.38 1.46 34.0 .1603.10 4
1.75 1.86 1.68 1.37 1.33 1.64 6.4 3*
1.84 2.00 1.74 1.50 1.44 1.55 35.2 2*
1.56 1.72 1.52 1.38 1.40 1.72 28.0 .147 2.B5 2
1.45 ----------~----~--..----- 18.2 --------- -
L 76 1.85 1.55 1.46 1.4:<' 1.14 8.0 1-
1.61 1.72 1.59 1.41 1.37 1.58 8.0 1*
1.91 1.90 1.76 1.57 1.57 1.14 32.3 3*
1. 64 -----------------~-----~-----------~--- -
1.80 1.71 1.701.42 1.39 1.73 15.4
1.61 1.52 1.43 1.37 1.34 1.55 8.0 N/A 3*
1.S6 1.76 1.48 1.45 1.36 1.57 8.0 .1673.24
1.78 1.94 1.56 1.43 1.36 1.58 8.0 .1212.35
1.25 1.40 1.32 1.02 1.05 1.20 22.2 --------- -
1.51 1.80 1.43 1.20 1.24 1.50 46.2 .069 1.34 2
.168 3.26 2
)-
,-
.109 2.12
.066 1. 28
1-
19.3
16.4
11.6
28.5
8.0
24.2
,.,
1.36 1. 79 8.0 .IS3 2.80 •1.48 1.75 22.7 )-
1.46 1.74 21.3 .052 1.01
1.3S 1. S3 5.' .1021.98
1.37 1.64 8.0 .092 1. 79
1.30 1.76 4.5 .070 1.36
1.60 1.91 1.62 1.42
1.74 LBO 1.70 1.46
1.68 2.00 1.64 1.50
1.62 1.76 1.70 1.40
1. 72 1.94 1.67 1.32
1.62 1.90 1.62 1.33
2.06 ------------------------
1.802.121.761.431.46 1.80
1.76 ~.96 1.70 1.531.491.85
1.71 2.08 1.59 1.41 1.36 1.66
1.74 1.68 1.501.431.34 1.63
1.791.791.451.201.281.57
1.50 1.53 1.58 1.51 1.42 1.55
.>llLUl
09/5-1 82
12/5-10 82
12/5-2 82
13/5-1 54
13/5-20 54
14/5-10 35
14/5-2 35
.>llLUl
15/5-10 82
15/5-2 82
16/5-1 54
16/5-20 54
19/5-1 35
20/5-1 3S
20/5-2 35
~
21/5-1 82
21/5-2 82
22/5-1 82
22/5-2 82
23/5-10 54
28/5-10 54
28/5-10 35
29/5-10 3S
Elll
03/6-t 821.71 1.72 1.55 1.48 1.44 1.58 8.0 .1673.24
04/6-1 821.72 1.98 1.62 1.54 1.54 1.6135.5.1753.39
04/6-2082 1.63 L88 1.51 1.42 1.36 1.60 30.2 .171 3.32
=05/6-1082 1.12 1.66 1.59 1.39 1.38 1.82 10.9 .1753.39 4
05/6-2 82 1.30 --------------------------------------- -
06/6-1082 1.61 1.96 1.52 1.20 1.24 1.61 e.6 .1773.43
09/6-1 82 1.50 1.88 1.44 1.30 1.10 1.46 8.0 .167 3.24
09/6-2 S4 1.552.00 1.51 1.34 1.31 1.56 11.7 2*
10/6-10352.082.26 1.76 1.59 1.62 1.94 67.9
10/6-2054 1.50 1.60 1.56 1.20 1.24 1.64 12.0 .091. 1. 77 4
Elll
13/6-1 82
13/6-20 82
16/6-10 35
17/6-10 54
18/6-1 54
19/6-1 35
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TABLE E.1 (Continued): DATA FOR SMALL-SCALE ICE TANK TRIALS
DATE/: SET: HI
SHEET
<O-driiled>
82 83 84 85 H6 : 11 fll: v. V : RATE
(mm) (kPA) (mts I (kts I
<*=nominal>
.EIl.l.
01/7-1 82 1.65 1.861.761.30 1.26 1.62 37.0 3*
02/7-1 82 -------------------------------------------- -
0217-2 82 1.74 1.881.74 1.43 1.40 1.80 25.4 .139 2.10 4
03/7-1092 1.72 ------------------------ 30.6 --------- -
03/7-2082 1.40 1.36 1.31 1.20 1.25 1.50 8.0 .151 2.93
04/7-1 821.71 1.801.50 1.29 1.35 1.56 11.1 .143 2.78
04/7-2082 1.46 1.52 1.45 1.23 1.17 1.42 6.4 .141 2.74
r.aJM
0817-1 82 1.44 1.62 1.36 1.24 1.121.30 8.9 .151 2.92 1
08/7-20 82 1.25 ------------------------ B.O --------- -
09/7-1 821.691.951.791.431.431.7511.0 3*
0917-2082 1.17 1.34 1.24 1.13 1.18 1.37 B.O 3.
0917-3 821.621.781.561.32 1.34 1.56 16.1 3*
10/7-10 35 1. 70 -----~--------------------------------- -
10/7-2035 1.36 1.32 1.40 1.34 1.34 1.56 8.0.0500.97
10/7-3 35 1.64 1.791.62 1.32 1.36 1.65 20.6 .040 0.78
11/7-1054 1.72 1.93 1.67 1.33 1.40 1.60 13.9 .071 1.37
.i:lli
15/7-1 82 1.84 .----------------------- 13.6 --------- -
16/7-1 82 1.90 1.961.74 1.52 1.46 1.82 33.4 3*
16/7-20821.731.951.821.561.481.7423.6 3*
21/7-10821.811.861.551.32 1.39 1.7628.3.1603.10 1
21/7 -2 82 1.67 ------------------------ 8.0 --------- -
21/7-3 82 1.54 1.601.381.17 1.23 1.50 6.4 .177 3.44
22/7-1 82 1.67 1.80 LSD 1.26 1.34 1.63 15.7 .145 2.82
22/7-20 54 1.62 --------------------------------------- -
22/7-3D 54 1.73 ------------------------ 8.0 --------- -
23/7-1 54 1.68 1.671.53 1.34 1.44 1.6646.2.114 2.21
2317-2 54 1.45 1.531.361.24 1.24 1.44 10.5 .089 1.72
2317-3 35 1.70 1.851.661.36 1.42 1.86 18.6 .057 1.11
2417-10 35 1.80 1.87 1.68 1.47 1.46 1.91 10.4 1*
2417-2054 1.69 1.751.631.30 1.38 1.76 10.4 .0-90 1.75 3
=2717-1 82 1.70 1.851.561.37 1.46 1.79 13.8 .136 2.65 1
2717-2 82 1.80 1.901.761.45 1.32 1.53 1l.5 3*
2817-1 82 1.76 2.08 1.77 1.47 1.51 1.85 33.0 .123 2.38
28/7-2 54 1.68 1.681.861.28 1.34 1.62 11.1 .097 1.88
29/7-1 54 1.83 2.09 1.72 1.52 1.52 1.7121.0 .111 2.16
29/7-2 35 1.48 1.551.54 1.31 1.301.43 7.7 .042 0.82
29/7-3 35 1.76 1.84 1.68 1.43 1.36 1.67 50.4 .044 0.85
23/9-1 82 1.77 2.05 1.58 1.30 1.42 1.55 8.9 .164 3.18
24/9-1 82 1.55 1.85 1.65 1.34 1.39 1.68 20.4 3*
25/9-1 82 1.59 ------------- ..---------- 50.9 --------_ _
26/9-1 821.571.571.361.281.291.6012.7.1452.82 3
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TABLE E.! (Continued): DATA FOR SMPo.LL-SCALE ICE TANX TRIALS
DATE/: SET: HI
SHEET
<D=dr:Hled>
H2 H3 84 85 86 : of": VIII V : RATE
(nun) (kPal (m/s) (kts)
<*=nominal>
~ (continued)
26/9-2 82 l.51
29/9-1 54 1.59
30/9-1 54 1.39
30/9-2 54 1. 70
01/10-1 35 1.55
01/10-2 35 1.33
1.68 1.64 1.36 1.30 1.52
1.75 1.581.30 1.24 1.88
1.71 1.64 1.32 1.36 1.67
1.61 1.42 1.20 1.25 1.51
1.37 1.201.13 0.99 1.33
11."1 .145 2.82
7.9 .091 1. 77
8.0 --------- -
13.1 .091 1.77
8.0 .070 1. 36
8.0 .0490.95
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F. SPECIFICATIONS OF THE M.V. "ARCTIC" FITTED WITH THE S-BOW:
MODEL 326BP
F.l PARTICULARS AND HYDROSTATICS
The M.V."ARCTIC" was selected as the test case for the
S-Bow because it featured oil large trim moment (Appendix
B.4), has been widely tested 1n both the laboratory and the
field, and oil three-segment 1: 30 scale model was available at
IHO. The existing data base meant comparative performance
data were available, allowing the allocation of more tank
time to S-Bow trials. The model specifications were stored
as an SMP file {Appendix B.2), which simplified the con-
struction of an S-Bow model. The S-Bow lines were hired
into the Melville Bow at the 20.0crn waterline (6.0m full
scale), forward of a section 523.0cm {156.9m full scalel
from the aft perpendicular. The S-Bow underside was not
treated in this program. The model construction history is
described in Section 4.4.2 of the text. The hydrostatics for
the M.V."ARCTIC" fitted with the S-Bow, designated M326BP,
are presented in Table F.l; the form coefficients are given in
Table F.2.
F.2 COMPARISON OF M326BMS and M326BP:
Model specifications were compared to locate the towing
equipment and check the ballaBt for the M326BP towing
trials. The decrease in hull length was offset by the change
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in LeG, so it was unnecessary to change the position of the
towing post in t.he model. Two other poin'ts of comparison
described in the text are detailed below. SUbscript ~s~
indicates 5-80w, M326BPj s'Jbscript -m- indicates Melville
Bow, M326BMS.
a) Oeerene in Rgw J,engtb: From station 205.92"= 523clll.
forward ot the aft perpendicular.
1- ( (656. 46cm-523. all. em) / (707. 49cm-523. 04cln) I ::: .277
D .2.L.&l..1 reduction in bow lenqth
b) Block Coefficients: C11!Cl!:'l .. 0.769/0.728'" 1.056
Aft Body: Cu.:Cu.'l.'" 0.110/0.725 .. 0.979
Fore Body: Cm:CBI'll" 0.829/0.731 '" 1.134
F.3 TRIM CALCULATIONS
~: To vary trim from 0 to lem (model scde) at the
shoulders. O. 3m (1ft. I full scale. The intent
was to vary the bow geometry, particularly the exposure of
the shoulders, to ident.ify an optimum orientation. The hull
was trimmed by the stern in Test 1, and then by the bow in
Test 3.
Moment tg Cbonge Trim lcm: see equation B-6.I, Appendix B;
MCTlcm '" 21 S kg ..m/cm
Amount gf Trim Required: where
L.,. '" 6.498m
(ShOUlder location L,II '" 5.814m (Station 4.5)
from AP) LCF = 3.415m
~: tfp ; if trim at shoulders - to
l:£p - l:,CLs ,- LCF)/CL. h • LeF) .. I:.C1.265) <F-3.1>
For t. == O.Scm
t, = I.Ocm
t. == 2.Scm
ttp II O.6Scrn
tfp = 1.31cm
tfp II 3.21cm
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Trimming MomADts Required: ~T'Q 65cml = 14 kg*m
M(Tll 319m) "' 26 kg*m
MGTr) 21cml - 69 kq*m
and where the shifting distance for a weight W is obtained
by dividing the weight into the moment to change trim.
F.4 M326BP BOW SEGMENT FRICTION DATA
The sample board painted simultaneously with the bow
segment was tested twice, under varying normal loads.
The friction coefficients were:
Test 1; ~ '" 0.098 ± 0.005
Test 2: ~ '" 0.123 ± 0.008
~: IS .. 0.110 ± 0.014
The friction coefficients for the other hull segments are
given in Appendix B. 3. All friction coefficients were
obtained using the friction described in Williams at a1.
(1987). The target value of Il = 0.1 was used in the numer-
ical analysis (Appendix H).
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TABLE F.I: HYDROSTATIC PARTICULARS OF MODEL M326BP
=, .El!LL l.;.1Q
LENGTH (PERPENDICULARS) Lpl',rn 194.94 6.49B
LENGTK (WATERLINE l L""m 199.14 6.638
BEAM (AT WATERLINE) B,m 22.86 0.762
DESIGN" DRAUGHT T,m 10.91 0.366
DEPTH D,m 15.00 0.500
LOCATION OF MIDSHIPS LIl,m 98.39 3.249
(Fwd of API
CENTRES OF BUOYANCY:
(Fwd of Midships) LCB,m 5.16 0.110
(above baseline) KB/rn 5.93 0.196
WETTED SURFACE AREA 5,m2 7304 7.964
DISPLACED VOLUME V, m3 37611 1.393
DISPLACEMENT l::.,tannes 38589 <s.w> 1.391 <f.w.>
CENTRE OF FLOTATION LCF,m 5.02 0.166
(Fwd of Midships)
WATERPLANE AREA A.,.,p,m2 4168 <1.545
TRANSVERSE METACENTRIC BMt,m 4.28 0.141
RADIUS
LONGITUDINAL METACENTRIC BM1,m 303.35 10.017
RADIUS
LONGITUDINAL CENTRE OF LCG,m 102.57 3.419
GRAVITY
TABLE F.l NOTES:
1) Hydrostatics based on the bare hull, no appendages.
2) As indicated by the comparison of data in Appe\ldix F.2,
it was possible to u'.,e the same ballasting and towing
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arrangements as M326SMS; both KG and the radii of gyration
were assumed similar. See Appendix Bt Table 8.1 notes.
TABLE F.2: FORM COEFFICIENTS FOR M.V."ARCTIC" WITH S-BOW
COEFFICIENTS BASED ON: LENGTH BETWEEN PERPENDICULARS
BEAM, DRAUGHT AT MIDSHIPS
LIB 8.527
LIT 17.769
BIT 2.084
AFT BODY LwtlL 0.522
FOREBDDY Ll!dL 0.500
BLOCK, Ca 0.769
Ca. AFT BODY 0.710
CaI FOREBODY 0.829
MIDSHIPS, C, 0.991
PRISMATIC, C, 0.777
%LCS!L 2.624
%teS(AFT SOOVI/L -19.071 Fwd of Midships
%LeS{ 'FOREBDDY) IL 21.191
WATERPLANE, C, 0.918
ell OF AFT BODY 0.863
ew OF FORE BODY 0.973
%teFft 2.552 )
'tiLer (AFT BODY l IL -22.082 ) Fwd of Midships
%LCF( FOREBODYl /L 24.406 }
BNt/S 0.185
SHilL 1.542
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G. SUMMARY OF THE IMD RESISTANCE TRIALS
G.! INDIVIDUAL TRIAL SUMMARIES - MODEL RESISTAnCE DATA
The resistance, data from each trial are summarized in the
tables below, along with test ice conditions and notas from
the trials. Rl and R2 refer to re~istance data from channels
1 and 2 respectively; all do!;~a have been zeroed. RI refers to
selective resistance data described in Section 4..4 of the
text. OP indicates a test performed on the quarter point. The
resistance corresponding to model speed % 19 the zero-speed
resistance measured at the start and end of each run. The hull
motion data are given in Appendix G.2. The nomenclature tor
the ice properties is as follows:
E = ice sheet modulus measured by disc deflection
method (Baker, HBS).
° f Cl flexural strength from cantilever beam test
(Timco, 1980) taken upward or downward.
1. '" critical length of ice sheet, related to
deflection and fracture benaviour.
o. '" uniaxial compressive strength of ice sheet, from
beam apparatus (Timco, 1980).
K Ic '" stress intensity factor given by the notched beam
test (Parsons et a1. ,1986).
h '" ice thickness
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G.l.I S_BDW TEST 1
Test Dea i gnat j go: 1 Waas : M326BP-l
Date : 9/ 12 I 1986
~: To check bow geometry by trinuning by the stern
lye properties: E= 44.67±1.76 MPa ; E/(1~ = 1490 ;
Ie::: O.3992±O.004m ; (Ie = 56.S±S.S kPa
Kre ::: 4.95 ± 1.25 k!la*m-1I2
Downward: or "" 28.7 kPa ; u,/Krc = S.B m- 1/2
Upward: Or = 14.~' kPa ; u t IxIc = 3.0 m-l12
Ice Thickness: h = 39.65±O.64mm average
TABLE G 1 RESISTANCE DATA - TES':!
v(m/s)
0.283
Rl (N)
255.3
R2 (N)
253.7
Rs (N)
217.3
Notes
o trim
0/0 73.21158.9 71.0/157.4 start/stop;
%coverage::: a/lOa
196.4/71.8 195.0/70.2
0.283
0/0
0.283
294.6
274.0
293.0
273.0
a.Scm by stern
%coverage::: 20/90
LOcrn by stern
0/0 28.3/106.6 27.1/47.8 %coverage= 20/aoQ P Tria1s --- --------- - - ~ _
0.283 179.8 178.5 0 trim
0.142
0/0
134.2 132.9
28.6/49.3 27.5/41.8
16.6
\coverage= 50/95
0.142 152.5 150.9
010 22.6/72 3 21.01707
1.0em trim
%GQverage- 90/70
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G.L2 S_BQW TEST 2
Test pesignation: 2 Waas : M326BP~2
Date : 10/ 12 / 1986
~: Resistance tests in 2S/lUll (O.75m) ice at 0 trim
Pre-sawn test on Quarter point, except 3 knots.
Ice properti.e.a.: E= lJ.47±O.77 MPa i E/l1 t .'" 653 ;
Ie" O.1992±O.003m ; u • ., 60±10 kPa ;
K!c '" 3.5S±O.6 kPa*m· 11l
Downward: ", = 18.0 kPa ; at/KIC '" 5.1 m"lll
Upward: a, = 11.0 kPa ; at IKIc = 3.1 m'ln
Ice Thickness: h = .23.31±O.64mrn average
TABTE G. 1 .2 :RESISTANCE DATA - TEST 2
o trim all
speeds
Notesv(rnls) R1 IN) R2 (N)
0.191 69.7 68.1
0.283 78.8 77. 2
0.470 102.7 100. B
0.655 106.5 105.0
a/a 9.1/58.9 6.3/57.3 %coverage= 0/70
QP Trial: Unsawn -------------------------------------------
0.283 62.6 59.6 0 trim; unsawn
OP Trials: Pre-Sawn ----------------------------------------
0.469 51.4 48.6 0 trim all
speeds
0.655
0/0
59.9
55.4/17.4
57. 0
54.8/7.3 %coverage:: 65/70
NOTE: selective resJ.stance analysis produced minor varJ.atJ.on
in resistances.
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G.!. J S_BQW TEST 3
Test Pea; gnatjQD: 3 Waas M326BP-3
Date 11/ 12 I 1986
~: Attempted 'to improve shearing action by trirruning
by the bow, lowering shoulder height; CL tests
run with 2cm trim by bow; QP tests run with 1em
trim.
Ice properties: E= 53.75±4.40 MPa ; E/a: = 1250 ;
Ie = O.4026±O.OOBrn ; (lc = 53.5±16.0 kPa
:K IC ::: 4. 55±O. 65 kPa*m-1I2
Downward: a, =31.4 kPa ; Gt/K1c ::: 6.9 m· l12
upward: u c ::: 18.5 kPa; G[/KIc = 4.1 m·l!2
Ice Thickness: h = 39. 16±O. 55nun average
TABLE G.I. 3: RESISTANCE DATA - TEST 3-
v(m/sl Rl (NI R2 INI ., (NI Notes
0.141 217.5 216.5 160.7 2cm trim for
all speeds
0.181 273.3 271.6 209.8
0.280 287.6 285.5 269.9
0.467 358.9 357.4 298.2
0/0 68.8/72.3 68.4/70.9 %coverage;; 60/100
QP Tr ia1---- - ---------- ------- ----- ------- -- - -------- ------
0.141 113.4 111. 7 NIA 1cm trim for all
0.181
speeds
175.8 174.2 NIA
0.284 191.8 190.1 NIA
0.467 220.6 218.5 NIA
0/0 49.6/124.0 47.4/122.5 %coverage::::: 60/100
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G.1.4 S_BQW TEST 4
Test pe:d gnation: 4 Waas : M3 2 6BP-4
Date: 12/ 12 / 1986
~: Perform resistance tests at two different
flexural strengths in 25mm ice; lem trim by bow.
OP run performed with spacers in central channel
more closely spaced (2m interval) to reduce
,Mcalving" •
Ice properties: E= 25±2 MPa i E/G( =745 ;
llll!L.<.'(& OP)
Ie '" o. 235±O .OOSm ;
ere'" 64.5±12.0 kPa (after Run 1)
KIC '" 6.65 kPa*m- 1/2
Downward: "l.c 41.5 kPa.; IJt!K1c '" 6.2 m-1I1
Upward: cr," 21.5 kPa J O'f/K1c = 3.2 m- l/l
Ice Thickness: h '" 23. 8mm average
~~w~w~~J?,,~p~*~-:/~2i k~~~IC ":/~1:3~ rl~2 m-In
Upward: Of = 13.2 kPa ; Uf/KIC = 3.5 m- l12
Ice Thickness: h = 24.51±O.44mm average
TABI,E G.l 4 : RESISTANCE DATA - TEST 4
""""V(IfIts l ., IN) .2 (N) 'S (N) Notes
0.139 77.0 76.9 69.1 high at
0.279 106.0 106.0
0/0 91.5/35.1 91. 5/35. 7 %coverage= 60/100
0.139
0.278
83.5
101.5
84.4
102.5
82.8 low a,
0/0 18.0/32.6 19.7/33.9 %coverage= 85/95
QP Trial--------------------------------------------------
0.466 117.8 119.0 104.8 2m spacers;
less calving
0.652 125.8 126.2 126.0
0/0 30.5/47.2 31.3/48.3 %coverage= 60/80
BllIL<'(& QP)
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NOTES on Test 4: 1) the resistance levels are higher than
in Test 2, in spite of an apparent
improved shearing action with the trim.
2) the variation in flexural st:cength produced little
yariatign in resistance
G. 1. 5 S_BQW TEST 5
Test Qft5ignatjoo: 5 Waas : M326BP-S
Date : 16/ 12 / 1986
~: Perform resistance tests at two different
flexural strengths in 40mm ice; 1em trim by bow.
OP run with spacers at 2m intervals.
Ice properties:
R1ln-.l: E= 86±2 MPa ;. E/U r = 1480 ; Ie'" O.4S8±O.003rn ;
Klc = 7.05 kPa*m-l12 i (1< = 117 kPa i
Downward: <1, = 62.75 kpa ; udKIc = 8.9
Upward: at = 34.50 kpa ; O'f/KI<: = 4.9
Ice Thickness: h = 37. 5mm average
i: ~2~:4~PkP~*;~I~i ; ;:52 J3.1S~p~·i13±o.oo8rn ;
Downward: 13, = 36.5 }cPa; udKIr: = 6.8
Up\"ard: 0, = 19.0 kPa i udKIc = 3.52
Ice Thickness: h = 39.48±O.56mm average
TABLE G.1.5: RESISTANCE DATA - TEST 5
v(m/s) Rl IN) R2 IN) ., IN) Notes
0.141 266.4 265.1 NIA high at
0.281 310.8 309.9 NIA
010 270/217.2 269.2/216.1 ,"coverage= 60/95
-----------------------------------------------------------
0.141 179.0 176.1 114.8 low at
0.282 287.9 284.8 229.0
011) -15.1/33.0 -17.8/30.4 %coverage= 0/95
QP Trial-- - - -------- - ---------- - ---- - _
0.468 206.4 203.6 N/A 2m spacers;
ineffective
0,653 297.1 294.3
Q/Q -13 31115.4 _15.01112
NIA
¥icoveraqe_ 75/80
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NOTES (Test 5): 1) Resistances higher than Test 1
2) Resistance actually increased in the ice
sheet with reduced flexural and
compressive strengths.
G.1.6 IMP Test Data for the Melyille RQw
The resistance data for the Melville Bow that provided the
basis for comparison for the 40mm tr~'!.ls were obtained exper-
imentally at IMD, to account for the effect of EG/AO/S ice
and local variation. These trials were performed as part of
a series of friction tests (Williams at al., 19B7), and was
provided with the permission of Melville Shipping Limited.
The test specifically designated for comparison had to be
deleted because of instrument problems; consequently the
data were obtained from a later test. The test data, with
published resistance data for the 25mm sheet obtained from
Baker (1985), are listed in Table 4 in the main text.
G.2 MOTION DATA ANALYSIS
The dynamometer recorded hull motion on three separate
channels as port, starboard, and forward displacements
respectively. TWo aspects of the hull motion were of inter-
est. One was the amount of trim induced by the ice sheet at
the forward perpendicular; the estimated trim was predicted
to be about the thickness of the ice sheet, but the vid~o-
tapes suggested it was actually much les8. An IHO computer
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program was used to convert the displacement data to pitch
and roll angles directly from the tima histories. Displace-
ment at the forward perpendicular (FP) was estimated all the
sum of the average heave and the induced trim by the pitch
angle. The heave record remained relatively steady for each
triaL The data from selected tests are presented as Table
C.2; note that diBplacement downward is shown as a positive
value. The maximum roll amplitudes were of interest because
some severe rolling events were observed, associated with
fracture of large. heavily deformed ice segments during
Tests 3 and 5.
~: HODEL MOTION DATA FOR TYPICAL TESTS
Test v. h Heave P1.tch(deq., CIspl.FP(tnm) Roll(deg.)
No. (m/e) (ram) (mml Avg. Max. Avg. Max. Avg. Max.
target
-
40.0 0.86 1.0 36.0 42.0
l.leL 0.28 39.7 5.55 0.11 0.32 10.2 19.0 0.17 2.12
1.2CL 0.28 6.35 0.18 0.40 13.9 23.1 1.25 2.87
I.3eI. 0.28 5.85 0.11 0.37 10.5 21.0 0.92 2.61
I.IOP 0.28 5.17 0.25 0.49 15.7 25.7 1.00 3.00
1.1QP 0.14 5.16 0.21 0.40 14.4 22.4 0.62 2.07
'CL 0.19 23.3 2.97 0.08 0.17 '.3 10.1 - 0.56
'CL 0.28 5.66 0.080.16 '.0 12.4 0.43
'CL 0.47 3.98 0.11 0.16 8.' 10.7 - 0.37
'CL 0.65 6.08 0.10 0.16 10.3 12.8 0.21
4.1CL 0.14 24.7 3.26 0.19 0.29 11.3 15.4
-
0.89
4.1CL 0.28 3.66 0.22 0.31 12.9 16.7
-
1.05
S.2eI. 0.14 39.7 5.48 0.200.50 13.9 26.4
-
5.79
5 2CL o 2B 7 13 0 22 0 50 16 3 28 0 5 21
The data were selected to correspond to trial points used
to plot the average resistance plot in the ma.in text (Figure
18); other points are included to exhibit extreme values.
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The major feature of the table is the disparity between the
predicted and actual values of displacement at the forward
perpendicular. The overprediction of bow trim is clearly
demonstrated by the data.
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H. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF S-BOW RESISTANCE
A numerical analysis of the breaking action of the S-Bow
was performed to provide quantitative verification of the
hypothesis that the high resistances recorded during the IHD
model tests were related to design problems observed during
the trials. It was unrealistic to expect to accurately cal-
culate total resistance with existing methods. The intent
was to identify resistance levels associated with individual
events and to make some relative assessment of their influ-
A simplified geometry was adopted for the bow components,
as shown in Figure 4 of the text. Individual events in the
breaking sequence were then analyzed using several simple
models pUblished in the open literature. The reader is
referred to the original source for the theoretical develop-
ment of each model. Where possible, several models ....ere used
to analyze a particular event, to reflect variations in
failure mode and the uncertainty regarding the rheology of
model ice failure. variation (If resistance with speed was
assumed to be a function of the frequency of events; none of
the models featured an explicit speed dependent term. The
effect of a particular event was assessed based on a con-
vergence of the resistances calculated by different models
(where possible), comparison with the experimental data, and
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comparison with the fracture component calculated numeric-
ally. The fracture component was used as a basis for compar-
ison ,becAuse the numerical models were the most highly
developed.
The results of the numerical analysis verified the
design problems identified visually (poor t:ontact at the
shoulders; excessive ice deflection around the snout;
entrapment/crushing of ice under the forepeak; wedging of
ice between the hull and channel} had a significant influ-
anCE:! on the tot~l ice resistance. The analysis suggested
that a major reduction in level ice resistance could be
achieved through the refinement of the bow design.
The numerical analysis also indicated that the resistance
associated with the lifting of broken ice was not compen-
sated by the elimination of hydrodynamically-induced
effects. The trend in the data suggested that fracture
component was primarily dependent on stem/slope angle and
ice strength. Field data from beam tests (Mellor, 1980)
indicates that the flexural strength of ice did not vary
significantly with load direction. This implies the fracture
component would be neutral in a comparison of upward- and
downward-acting icebreakers. The variation in model ice
flexural strength with load direction, and the variation in
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temperature and salinity with ice thickness might suggest a
need for further research on the importance of load direct-
ion..
Apart from the stem 811g1e, the type of form had little
effect on calculated resistance levels. The dominant factor
affecting the lifting/sliding resistance component was the
contact area. These comments relate to the physics of
upward-acting icebreakers and place limitations on their
application, as discussed in Section 5.2 of the text.
A brief description of the analysis of each resistance
event is presented below, with a list of the different
sources used, and typical resistance levels calculated for
each event. The results are summarised as Table 5 in the
text.
H.I REGION OF ICE DEFLECTION AROUND SNOUT
A deflected region was observed around the snout, approx-
imating a cone, was observed while the model was stopped; a
large resistance was also recorded at zero speed. This fea-
ture was treated as a plastic zone because of the loading
times involved, using Ralston's (1979) plastic-limit analy-
sis for an upward-breaking cone. The conical region was
approximated from the stem height, to give a slope of 17°.
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Ralston uses both a Tresca and Johansson yield criteria,
but the two analyses gave similar results. The failure
sequence is broken into the following subcomponents: cir-
cumferential cracking, side cracking, "foundation" (buoy-
ancy) reaction, deformation region, ride-up of broken ice
(lifting component), and frictional dissipation. This
subdivision differs from Frederking and Timeo's (1985)
treatment of an inclined plane, as did the relative magni-
tudes of different components. However, the results compared
well with the experimental data (Appendix G) i for the 25rnm
ice sheet, resistance was estimated at 35 N; for 40nun ice, a
resistance of 70 N was calculated. It was observed that the
largest individual resistance component was the ice ride-up
component (the lifting component described above). It should
be noted that this component was specific to when the model
stopped.
H.2 ICE FRACTURE RESISTANCE
The ice fracture resistance was treated as several
components which would not reach peak levels simultaneously
(see Frederking and Timco, 1985). The resistance associated
with fracture was related to the action of the central skeg
and the shearing action of the shoulders. The numerical
models calculate a peak failure load, the failure geometry
having been defined by the cracking pattern.
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H. 2.1 Bad; Al Cracking At SnQJ!t_
H.2.1a)~ _ The analysis of the resistance assoc-
iated with radial cracking component followed the same
basic method. A vertical line load (Py) exerted by the
ice sheet was resolved into a horizontal resistance by
considering the width of the structure (Bl, in this case
the ship's beam, and using a resolution factor:
_~ _ (sjug + "<;0$''>
(1 -~t .... n(l) (CO"'" 1-'510<»
(H-2.1)
; noting that a friction factor is included.
Therefore the res"istance due to radial cracking will be:
(H-2.2 )
LOCalized crUShing at the stem was not consi.:ered unless
treated in the calculation of Py.
H.2.lh) CalculatigD of the Vertjcal road Pv - The
fracture pattern resulting from the actual snout and
shoulder geometry was too complex to analyze with the
simple models available. consequently a variety of models
were applied to provide an envelope for radial crack in-
duced resistance. The stem (slope) angle was varied from
17 0 to 43 0 to represent local form variations and the
effect of trim on resistance. The models were based on
different geometries and involved a variety of rheo-
logical assumptions. Some details are summarised below:
'"
ThBI,E H 2. 1 _ BAQIllJ. CBAClSING BESISrANCE MOpET S
Model Geometry Rheological Model
Fredarking Ii. Inclined Plane Semi-Empirical t from
Timeo (1985) Linear Ela9tic (Nevel)
Meyerhof Wedge Failure Plastic
(from Milano,1982)
Coon & Mohaehegh Wedge Failure Elastic-plastic
{from Milano, 19S2j
Allyn (1982) Inclined Plane Linear Elastic t Multi.-
axial derivation
Berchll (1982) Inclined Plane Hul ti-modlll Linear Blastic
(compression neglected)
Ralston ( 1977) Inverted Conc Initial Crack, Elastic-
Plastic Theory
The wedge models were evaluated over a range of :1,nter:1.or
angles from 30° to 75° to reflect variation in the ice
fracture geometry.
Inspite of the differences in geometry and rheology,
the data generated were well 9rouped and consistent. The
results given by Ralston's (1977) initial crack model
gave an upper bound on rElsistancEl; the effect of stem
angle can be seen in the table below:
TABI,E 8.2 2 _ RApIAr. CRACKING RESISTANCE FROM RAlSTON (]9771
h(mm) B(m) R.,*B (N) Resistance (N) by Stem Angle
0: 43.7 28.8 34.6 17.2
2'
40
0.76
0.76
27.0
41.2
31.6
4S.3
18.6
28.5
23.0
35.1
11.4
17 .3
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In general it can be concluded that the stem angle (or
trim angle) influenced resistance, but the effect of form
(cone or inclined plane) was minor. None of the models
discussed how load direction might affect the fracture
resistance.
H. 2.2) l&&...h"4<"'!ture- Cj rC;;!lmferentj a1 Cracking compQnent
The circumferential cracking resistance component was
associated with the formation of the crack which sepa-
rated an ice segment from the ice sheet. The cracking
geometry observed during the IMO tests BU9gested that
this component may have been accentuated by the trim
behaviour of the model, and possibly the fracture proper-
ties of model ice.
H. 2. 2a) M.e..t..b2.d-TwO methods were used for the analysis.
Frederking and Timeo (1985) calculated the resistance due
to circumferential cracking for an inclined plane for an
ice wedge defined by the angle formed by the radial crack
and the structure's side. Three values were chosen for
the angle because the radial crack orientation was ob-
served to vary in different trials; this may have been a
result of inconsistent fracture toughness. A similar
range of bow geometries was investigated as for radial
cracking. The other analysis used the circumferential
cracking component of Ralston's (1919) plastic limit
analysis of an upward-acting cone. A steeper cone 3.ngle
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was included to represent a crack location farther up on
the snout.
H~2.2bl R.e..s..u..lt.a - The resistance calculated for circum-
ferential cracking-related resistance varied significant-
ly with crack geometry, and the type of indenter (in-
clined plane or cone). The smallest values were calculat-
ed for an inclined plane with a 11° slopej typically 3 N
for 25rnrn ice, 6 N for 40nun ice; the steepest cone angle
gave the maximum; 12 N in 25mm ice, 26 N in 40mm ice.
Given that the different models were intended to repres-
ent different cracking patterns, the variation in results
indicates the influence of fracture properties (crack
orientation) on fracture resistance. In general, the
resistance associated with circumferential cracking was
about 30-40% of radial cracking resistance I as indicated
by the breaking sequence, these resistances would not be
coiT.!?ident.
H.2.3 Analysis at Shoulders_ Bending Modes
This resistance component was associated with "second-
ary" fracture of the crescent segments produced by the
initial fracture sequence. The specific event analyzed
was flexure at the crescent segment tips, with the ice
geometry identified from still photographs. The method
used to analyze bending failure at the shoulder were
similar to those applied to the radial t:'racking analysis.
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For a specified geometry based on the local shoulder
dimensions, a resolution factor ( was used to convert a
vertical load into a resistance component. The standard
failure situation was investigated using formulae from
Frederking and Timeo (1985) and from Beroha (1982), which
gave typical resistances of 5 N in 25mm ice and a N in
40rnm ice. There was soma variation with slope. These
values are relatively small in comparison with the other
fracture resistance components, but the interference of
adjacent ice on the shoulder may be underestimated.
Ralston's (1977) formula for a hinge crack failure
was used to investigate an unclean breaking action assoc-
iated with poor shear action, typical of later tes'ts. In
this case resistances were almost double those calculated
for the standard failure situation.
H.3 CRUSHING AT THE SHOULDERS
crushing at the shoulders was not apparent during the
trials by visual observation, but merited investigation
because of the poorly defined shearing edges at the should-
ers. Some flexing of the ice sheet could be seen on video-
tape. It was evident that this was a more complex loading
situation than might be represented by a simple limit-stress
CASS. Reincke's (1979) plastic limit ana1yr ~s of in-plane
ice forces seemed to better represent the icp., flexing con-
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dition. The analysis is based on the division of the region
around a wedge indenter into zones of plastic deformation,
each with an associated energy dissipation. The indenter was
sized to match the shoulder; the equivalent indenter had a
spread angle of about 40° and a base width of a.06m.
Indenter pressure (ac'l was calculated from a set of yield
functions based on orthogonal stresses, with plane stress,
free slip conditions applying. The use of orthogonal stress-
as was not well 9uj,ted to the laboratory iOG data, and
required some improvisation to derive a tensile stress for
EG/AC/s ice. The IHO ice data was scaled according to the
ratios and data provided by Reincke.
The analysis gave large resistance values, with some vari-
at.ion wit.h dafomation zone angle. A t.ypical resist.ance for
25mm ice was 150 N for a zone angle of 30°; resistance was
about 240 N for similar conditions in 40mm ice.
The calculated resistances, partiCUlarly in 25mm ice,
were excessive when compared wit.h the average resistances
recorded experimentally; however they did not exceed record-
ed peak values. This might suggest that crushing at the
shoulder region, acting on a small surface area for Cl brief
instance (and not easily observed), could have caused large
peak loads, and consequently increased average resistance.
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H.4 RESISTANCE DUE TO ICE MOVEMENT OVER THE BOW
H.4.1 Sliding Resistance oyer the Forefoot Region -
• The calculati::.-n of the ice fracture resist.ance did
not include a sliding resistance component, and therefore
would apply regardless of loading direction. The ;;liding
resistance associated with the lifting and movement of
ice segments would be affected by the relative difference
in density resulting from lifting rather than submergence
of the ice.
The sliding resistance over the forefoot was analyzed
for two forms, the cone and the inclined plane. The cone
form ~.,as analyzed using the appropriate components from
Ralston's (1979) plastic limit analysis; the ride-up,
deformation, and "foundation" reaction, each corrected
for friction. Two slope angles were used to reflect
changes in trim and bow geometry. The inclined plane
analysis was taken from Frederking and Timco (1985} which
included a resistance component associated with rotating
the broken ice segments, acting out of phase with the
sliding and edge load resistance.
The coincident forces acting on an inclined plane
with a slope of 30° were 37 N in 25mm ice and 72 N for
40rnm ice; for the cone the resistances were :'2 N in 25nun
ice and 60 N in 40rnm ice. The primary difference between
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the two analyses was the surface area of the forms. The
results suggest an advantage of the snout form over the
inverted-pontoon form, and generally would suggest that
minimizing contact area should be a priority.
Of particular importance were the relatively large
magnitudes of resistance, which approximated the resist-
ance associated with ice fracture. Becausf:: the lifting
component is a function of the density difference invol-
ved in lifting rather than submerging ice, and because
broken ice management is believed to account for about
50% of total average resistance, the results suggest a
significant inherent resistance penalty associated with
an upward-acting bow. The recommendations of Section 5.2
in the text reflect this observation.
H.4.2 Tee Movement 00 the Forecastle -
The forecastle was modelled as a wedge with inclined
sides of varying slope a, as shown in FigUl:e 4 of the
text. The force associated with ice movement up the
forecastle slope was calculated strip-wise, by station
spacing, and then resolved into a resistance component.
This technique accounted for geometric variations and
gave same insight into local resistance levels, as ice
rarely covered the forecastle completely.
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The sliding force was calculated from the sliding
resistance component given in Frederking and Timeo
(lQBS); ice edge loading or rotation was not applicable.
The station spacing was O.1975m, with averaged slope
angles varying from 30° to 67°. It was found that local
resistance for each station varied little with slope
angle: resistance per station in 25mm ice was typically
about 10 N, and about 19 N in 40mm ice. Contact area
would seem to be the dominant factor. Total resistance
due to sliding over the forecastle was about 37 N for
25mm ice and 73 N for 40mm ice. As with the forefoot, the
magnitudes of resistance are significant, but complete
coverage of the forecastle was only observed with major
ice deformation and large broken ice pieces (Tests 3(5).
H.5 ICE LOADING - CRUSHING UNDER THE FOREPEAK
Ice sheet contact under the flared forepeak was the most
visible de-:ign problem observed during the S-Bow trials.
When forecastle ice coverage was extensive, crushing and
buckling under the fore peak flare was frequent and regular.
In more highly fractured ice sheets, contact under the flare
was more localized, often associated with the cusp entrap-
ment problem described in Section 4.4.1 of the text. It was
recognized that these conditions produced different failure
sequences, and consequently the reaction force under the
forepeak was analyzed using three different models.
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R.S.l Limit Stress Condit jon - 'I'he ext.reme case occurred
when the ice sheet was driven against the forepeak flare,
reaching its compressive strength before failure. This
would apply to when large ice pieces and high deform-
ations were observed.
The flared forepeak was treated as an orthogonal
segment on the forecastle, as shown in Figure 4 of the
text. A force based on the compressive strength of EGI
ADtS ice was calculated per station width, as with the
sliding force (Section H.4.2). This force was then
resolo:ed into a resistance component based on the fore-
peak flare orientation.
The analysis yielded high resistances, but full
contact was assumed; for a compressive strength of 55
kPa, resistance was 400 N in 25mm ice and 670 N in 40mm
ice. As in the case of shollder crushing (Section H.3),
the results were interpreted to be an indication of the
gravity of this mode of failure; the resistances corre-
sponded with instantaneous peak. loads recorded experi-
mentally.
H.5.2 Irj mj t_FoTce AMl yai!! - This condition applied where
the broken ice under the flare collapsed at some level
below the crushing strength, as in the case of a highly
fractur- '" ice load. TtJe situation was treated using a
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number of models developed for rubble pile collapse, as
presented by Bercha at al. (1982, 1979) and Allyn (1982)
applied per st.ation width as in the limit stress case.
These models generally involved a multi-modal analy-
sis, where a failure stress was calculated from either
buckling or crushing at the rubble edge, and then con-
verted to a unit load. This load was then resolved into a
resistance component :':'o:l.sed on the forecastle slope and
forepeak flare orientation.
Bercha (1982) also includes a model based on soil
mechanics theory which considers a confinement condition,
sllch as might have occurred between the ice edge and the
forepeak flare. The results agreed reasonably well with
the other models.
The resistances calculated from limit-force methods
were considerably lower than those calculated by limit
stress, but the magnitudes were still significant,
approximating the ice fracture resistance component.
Contact distance along the forepeak and the assumed
compressive strength produced some variation in the
resistanl.:8s calculated. Forecastle slope had a negligible
effect. If a compressive strength of 55 kPa was assumed,
local resistances were about 15 N per station in 25mm ice
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and 25 N in 40mm ice; total resistance was about 60 N in
25mm ice , 100 N in 40mm ice. If a larger compressive
strength of 110 kPa was assumed, buckling failure was
indicated to dominate. Resistances were approximately
doubled.
The soil mechanics model (Bercha, 1982) also tended
to give a value in this higher range. The uncertainty
about compressive strength relates to the wide scatter of
experimental data obtained from uniaxial test!!.
H.5.3 Crescent Failure Analysis - A sequence was observed
where the force exerted by the ice trapped under the
forepeak caused the tip of the crescent beam segment to
fail, releasing the ice trapped in the "hollow" of the
crescent {Section 4.4.1 of the text I. The tip of the
crescent was modelled as cantilever which failed parallel
to the plane of the ice sheet. A line load on the ice was
estimated from a linear elastic formula for tensile
strength of a uniformly loaded cantilever (POpov, 1958).
The tensile strength estimated for shoulder crushing
(Section H. J) was used. The calculated line load was then
resolved into a loading under the forepeak as in the
limit-force case and also including the orientation of
the crescent. The dimensions of the crescent segment
proved to be thp. dominant variable.
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For a crescent radius of O. 2m, a contact length of
O.lm, and a low EG/AO/s tensile strength (7 kPa), the
resistances calculated were: 10 N in 25mm ice and 16 N in
40mm ice. At a very high tensile strength (31 kPaj and
similar crescent geometry, resistance was 43 N in 2Smm
ice and 68 N in 40nun ice.
H.5.5 Summary of the Forepeak/Ice Interaction Analvsis _
Three cases were analyozed to reflect the different
failure modes observed during the trials. The highest
torce levels were calculated trom the limit-stress CAse,
which was based on the uniaxial crushing strength of the
model ice. This analysis represented an extreme case
where a nearly intact ice sheet was in contact with the
forepeak flare. This situation may reflect a scaling
limitation rather than a design problem, but it would
account for some high instantaneous resistances. The
other two cases, baaed on rubble pile failure and
crescent tip failure yielded lower resistances, but did
approximate the magnitudes of the ice fracture component.
H.6 RESISTANCE FROM ICE CONTACT WITH THE PARALLEL
MID-BODY
During the IHO trials broken ice was observed in the
channel between the hull and the edge of the ice sheet;
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it was reported &s a signi ficant source of ice resistance in
trials performed with the M.V. -ARCTIC" fitted with the
CASPPR Class 2 bow (Baker, 1985).
A simple model was used to calculate the resistance, where
an entrapped piece of ice was assumed to transmit a normal
force between the hull and the ice sheet. The normal force
per unit length N' was calculated for the compressive
strength and for the buckling strength of the ice from
Bercha (1982) and Allyn (1982) using the ice sheet thick-
ness i a sample length (I) of broken ice gave resistance per
ice contact. Ice piece lengths 'Were selected from still
photographs or calculated as a fraction of the critical
length (Frederking and Timeo, 1985). Resistance per ice piece
was then calculated as the friction force reSUlting from the
transmitted normal force, based on a Coulomb friction coeff-
icient of 0.1 :
(H-6.1)
The resistances calculated for ice contact with the
parallel mid-body varied with the calculation method.
Allyn' s t1982) method calculated a resistance of 10 N in
25mm ice, and 45 N in 40mm ice. These resistances \o,Oere less
than half those calculated by the other two methods. The
results of th,is analysis would be conservative because fact-
ors such as degree of contact and load distribution were
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neglected. This component would not seem to be as important
as some of the other resistance components.
H.7 ADDITIONAL RESISTANCE-CAUSING FACTORS
The numerical analysis investigated resistance events
observed during the model trials, but there are additional
factors that are not modelled accurately. These factors tend
to affect a downward-acting bow specifically, such that when
they are neglected may skew the comparison between the two
bow types. The question of variation in flexural strength
with load direction has been alluded to above. Additional
concerns r~late to the following mechanisms.
H. 7.1 Ice Friction _ All analyses treated ice friction
according to the basic Coulomb friction model, whereas
experimental evidence suggests that ice friction depends
on more complex mechanisms, and water lubrication may be
a factor. Consequently it is not clear whether initial
contact with the softer, warmer underside of the ice
sheet, associated wit.h upward-acting icebreakers, is an
advantage.
H. 7.2 Hydrodynami C Effects _ Observations of full scale
continuous level icebreaking operations with conventional
(downward-acting) icebreakers report a set of hydro-
dynamic effects associated with the rotation of broken
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ice floes, referred to as ventilation effects by Enkvist
(1972). This resistance would appear to be a velocity
dependent or inertial component (Naegle, 1980; Enkvist,
1972). This phenomena is not observed, at least to the
same degree, at model scale. This component would be
eliminated by an upward-acting bow, but is not recorded
in comparative trials at model scale.
H.7.3 Effect of Snow Coyer - The effect of snow cover has
been commented frequently (peirce, 1986; Enkvist and
Mustamaki, 1986; Milano, 1975i Enkvist, 1972; Macdonald,
1969). It is frequently cited as a major source of frict-
ion acting on the hull, and probably has an associated
energy loss due to compaction. More recent bow forms
featuring low stem angles lind a large "foot print" are
most affected. Snow cover is not simulated in the ice
tank, and analytical models are rudimentary (Tatinclaux,
1984; Carter, 1983). It is probably the most significant
"BsiBtance component (of the three described in this
section) that would be eliminated by the upward-action of
the S-Bow.
lsa
1. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS: TWO OPERATIONAL PROFILE CASE
STUDIES.
1.1 ICE BREAKING TANKER FEATURING NARROW BEAM
During the 1970's several conceptual studies for ice~
breaking tankers based on a narrow beamed, triangular hull
section were proposed (Schonecht et a1., 1978; German and
oadachanji, 1975; Kallipke, 1972; German, 1971). This hull
form was intended to reduce ice resistance, as beam was re-
cognized as having a significant effect on ice resistance.
It was frequently commented. that such forms were more easily
faired into an upward-breaking bow.
This type of hull form was evaluated with the S-Bow,
the narrow beam may have compensated for the resistance
penalty identified for an upward-acting bow. Because the
open water performance of these hull forms is predicted to
be relatively poor (German and oadachanji, 1975), the appli-
cation of this hull type would be restricted to heavy ice-
breaking applications. Consequently the performance of a
narrow beamed form fitted with the S-Bow had to demonstrate
a significant reduction in resistance to justify the addi-
tional capital cost associated. with the unorthodox hull
form.
l~ I
A simple investigation was pel formed into the merits of a
narrow beamed hull form fitted with the S-Bow. Motozuna et
a1. (1985) pUblished rasistance data based on model tests
for a 100 kOWT icebreaking tanker with a 44m beam. The IMD
resi.stance data for the S-Bow model, obtained for the 23m
beam ot the "ARCTIC" were plotted against the tanker data,
as shown in Figure I.l. The effect of the additional water-
line length required to obtain 100DWT was neglected. Even
though the resistance penalty was reduced, the resistance of
the S-Bow did not indicate any advantage over the more con-
ventional icebreaking tanker hull form. Beam reduction was
incapable of compensating for the resistance penalty
iated with the S-Bow, although resistance magnitudes would
be reduced for a given hull displacement.
1.2 OPEN WATER PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS: OPERATIONAL PROFILE
ChSE STUDY
1.2.1 Details Qf the Case Study
1) M.V."ARCTIC" serving the two northern mines (Nanisivik
and polaris) over the 15 year lifetime of the mines
(Pharand, 1984). Estimate performance when fitted with
the S-Bow compared with the Melville 80w, to determine
required open water performance for the S-Bow.
2) Southern terminal at Montreal (vs. Antwerpl; length of
open water leg (south of 60° N)= 1920 n.m!. (3530kInl·
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3) Same cycle of trading as reported for 1979-1981 (peirce
at a1.,1985); treat cycle x5= 15 years; northern route
conditions taken from Dick (1983) for each voyage leg.
4) Tables of resistances (see below) apply over the full 15
year cycle, Le. ice conditions, maintenance constant.
S) off-season employment not considered but would be a fact-
or in the final design decision: employment on an open
water route would favour open water performance while an
extension of operations in ice-covered waters would
favour superior icebreaking capability.
I.2.2 Route Description
':l'he route description is based on the trading cycle as
described above. The ice conditions are classified as open
water (OW), open pack (OP), medium pack (MP), thin cover
(Te), heavy ice cover (He). The distances (in nautical
miles) are classified according to the year they represent
from the trading cycle reported by Peirce et a1. (1985)
multiplied by 5 to get a 15 year history. The individual
distances (X) will be divided by the total route distance
(s) to get the ratio SF.
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TABLE 1.1: ROUTE DESCRIPTION
ROUTE; DISTANCES (n.mil RATIO
COND:TIONi(1979 X 5);(l~BO X 5);(1981 X 5); TOTAL (i)i SF
1.2.3 Summary 9f Performance Data
The performance on the route was analY2ed based on the
speed used by the M.V. "ARCTIC" in each type of environmental
condition identified by Dick (19B3), as reported by Peirce
(1986). The speed for each condition was used to identify a
corresponding resistance, based on pUblished data (Baker,
1985; Molyneux, 1983) or the IHD data. The effective power
Pe is also presented, noting that the developed power is
about 10 MW for the MARCTIC" •
As is indicated by the power data, the major limitation of
this method is that resistance (and therefore power) is
seriously overpredicted by simply scaling the model resist-
ance data. For the purposes of the case study, it was assum-
ed that each bow was equally affected by the scaling prob-
lem, such that the comparison would be valid. This assump-
tion may be questionable (Section 4.4.1 of the text).
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A range of resistance values were used for the S-Bow to
account for the range exhibited in the ice re9istance
(selective data VB. overall). A sea state factor of 1.3 was
applied to the open water data (Bhattacharya, 1978); this is
includod as 01'18. All other factors were assumed equal.
TABLE 1.2: PERFORMANCE DATA FOR CASE STUDY
MODE i V : Melville Bow
CONDITION; ,knots); RdkNl p.(kWl
S-BC'w i RATIO
RdkN) P.(kWj SF
ow
ow,
OP
: 15
: 15
615
'00
146
4744
6178
526 146* 526
0.918
0.918
0.029
MP
TC
MC 1.5
432
729
1272
667
1126
982
1312
1609
2106
3100
4793
2026 0.036
2484 I 0.013
3252 ;
2394 ; 0.005
3546 ;
<CASPPR> : ; 1531 2364 5867 9060 i 1).005
~: a) open pack assumes essentially an open water cond-
ition, with speed reduced for hazard avoidance. It was
assumed that the resistance at 7 knots would not vary sig-
nificanl:ly between the Melville Bow and the S-Bow.
bl medium pack is based on O.75m (O.25nun) pre-sawn tests.
The Melville Bow value had to be based on the old Class 2
bow, as no pre-sawn data wer... available for the new bow at
that speed. The S-Bow data are also taken noting that the
bow underside was not develope'd~
c) the disparity in resistances for the S-Bow in thin and
heavy cover is due to the difference between the selective
and overall resistances (section 4.4.1).
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dl Note that although the P, requirement in ice cover is
relatively small, ·this is an overload condition, and
therefore propulsive efficiency 1-15 quite small relative to
the open water case. The data indicates that. significantly
more power would be required for the S-Bow to operate in
the given ice conditions, to prOVide adequate thrust.
e} the heavy ice cl;I,,'er was treated at 1.5 knots based on
Peirce (1986) i the CASPPR heavy cover performance was
treated because 3 knots is generally the required
regUlation speed.
f) ridge transit data was not available for Table I.2.
Peirce (1986) reported that the frequency of ridging is
not high and would only pertain to the first and 12St
voyages of the season.
1.2.4 Calcplation pf tbv Required OpeD WHAT perfgnnanc;e
The energy consumption rate ECR is calculated for each
mode of operation as:
<kN*n.m.1./n.1lI1.> (1.1)
;where j • the oper.atinq condition.
It. was assumed that actual fuel con:!umption is directly
proportional to resistance.The required S-Bow open water
performance will then be:
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The EeR data for each mode of operation are presented in
Table 1.3 below. The open pack performance (7 knots, open
water resistance I was assumed similar. The incremental
improvement required of the S-Bow open water performance
was then expressed as a percentage of the Melville Bow open
water performance.
TABLE 1.3: ENERGY CONSUMPTION RATES (EeR)
Open Wllte- Transit
OWe i 734.400
MonE:
OP
; MelvIlle Bow BeR
4.234
S-Bow EeR
mjnimum maximnm
ECRDI/
4.234
"Ice Transl.t
MP
TC
HC
CASPPR
TOTAL (ICE);
CASPPR( ICE);
I.2.S~
6.360
7.655
31. 389
32.684
47.232
20.917
15.500
83.649
29.335
97.484
47.232
27.378
22.965
97.575
CASB L Minimum Values: Rows '" 571.6 kN ;
Increment .. 0.07 - 7.05% reduction
CASE 2. Maximum Values: Rows" 559.9 kN ;
Increment = 0.09 = 8.95% reduction
CASE 3. CASPPR Values: Rows '" 560.0 kN 1
Increment = 0.09 = 8.94% reduction
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~: 1) A study of slow speed bulbous bow perform-
ance (Eckert and Shllrma, 1973) indicates that the required
increments are within reasonable capability of a bulbous
bow. A bulb is intended to suppress the breaking wave at
the bow (wave breaking resistance), and improve flow
around the hull at low Frouds numbers.
2) The magnitudes of the resistances in unbroken ice cover
exceed the thrust capability of the propulsion system of
the M.V."ARCTIC", (ballard pull '" 1570 kN). Noting the
problems with scaling model resistance data, the resist-
ances are still so large that even if the propulsion
system was upgraded to full CASPPR Class 4 standards (16
MW) the required thrust probably could not be provided; a
single screw system could not provide adequate thrust
because of the dimensions (draught.) of the stern.
3) Any compensation provided by improved open water perform-
ance would be negated by the cost of the added propulsion
system required for ice transit. The failure to satisfy
absolute pe=forroance criteria dominates the comparative
analysis ar.d provides a requirement for further research.
4) If an l>nprovement in level ice resistance was achieved,
the required incremental improvement in open water per-
formance would be further i-educed, enhancing the potential
of the bulb concept.
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FIGURE 1.1: Resistance Data for Narrow Beam Case Study.




